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Abstract

Executing delicate flight maneuvers using visual information is a huge challenge

for future robotic vision systems. As a source of inspiration, insects are quite apt at

navigating in woods and landing on surfaces which require delicate visual perception

and flight control. The exquisite sensitivity of insects for image motion speed, as re-

vealed recently, is coming from a class of specific neurons called descending neurons.

Some of the descending neurons have demonstrated angular velocity selectivity as the

image motion speed varies in retina. Build a quantitative angular velocity detection

model is the first step for not only further understanding of the biological visual sys-

tem, but also providing robust and economic solutions of visual motion perception

for an artificial visual system. This thesis aims to explore biological image processing

methods for motion speed detection in visually guided flights. The major contributions

are summarized as follows.

We have presented an angular velocity decoding model (AVDM), which estimates

the visual motion speed combining both textural and temporal information from in-

put signals. The model consists of three parts: elementary motion detection circuits,

wide-field texture estimation pathway and angular velocity decoding layer. The model

estimates the angular velocity very well with improved spatial frequency independence

compared to the state-of-the-art angular velocity detecting models, when firstly test-

ed by moving sinusoidal gratings. This spatial independence is vital to account for

the honeybee’s flight behaviors. We have also investigated the spatial and temporal

resolutions of honeybees to get a bio-plausible parameter setting for explaining these

behaviors.

To investigate whether the model can account for observations of tunnel centering

behaviors of honeybees, the model has been implemented in a virtual bee simulated by
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the game engine Unity. The simulation results of a series of experiments show that the

agent can adjust its position to fly through patterned tunnels by balancing the angular

velocities estimated on both eyes under several circumstances. All tunnel stimulations

reproduce similar behaviors of real bees, which indicate that our model does provide

a possible explanation for estimating the image velocity and can be used for MAV’s

flight course regulation in tunnels. What’s more, to further verify the robustness of the

model, the visually guided terrain following simulations have been carried out with a

closed-loop control scheme to restore a preset angular velocity during the flight. The

simulation results of successfully flying over the undulating terrain verify the feasibil-

ity and robustness of the AVDM performing in various application scenarios, which

shows its potential in applications of micro aerial vehicle’s terrain following.

In addition, we have also applied the AVDM in grazing landing using only visual

information. A LGMD neuron is also introduced to avoid collision and to trigger the

hover phase, which ensures the safety of landing. By applying honeybee’s landing

strategy of keeping constant angular velocity, we have designed a close-loop control

scheme with an adaptive gain to control landing dynamic using AVDM response as

input. A series of controlled trails have been designed in Unity platform to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed model and control scheme for visual landing under

various conditions. The proposed model could be implemented into real small robots

to investigate the robustness in real landing scenarios in near future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Executing delicate flight maneuvers using visual information is challenging for mi-

cro aerial vehicles (MAVs). Due to their small size and limited computing capabilities,

it is difficult to install a global positioning system (GPS) or inertial navigation system

(INS) onboard. Alternative solutions can be learned from the study of flying insects

like honeybees and flies, which possess limited neural resources but can deal with very

complex visual flight tasks. The way insects visually detect motion has been a subject

of study for many decades. The observations that bees are able to negotiating narrow

tunnels [32], [33], as well as controlling flight height over undulating ground [15], [22],

[34] and performing visually guided landing on flat surface [35]–[38], suggest that mo-

tion perception, or more precisely, measuring and controlling the speed of the image in

compound eye may be a fundamental mechanism in insects visual guidance. However,

the neural mechanisms involved in these behaviors are still not fully elucidated.

According to the results of behavioral experiments on honeybees, the key to their

extraordinary flight control is their ability to estimate and regulate angular velocity

[23], [39], [40]. In these studies, honeybees fly along the central path of a narrow

patterned tunnel with gratings of different spatial frequencies on both walls. The flight

trajectory shifts towards a wall that is moving along the flight direction, whilst away

from a wall that is moving in the opposite direction. This behavior indicates that

honeybees adjust their positions by balancing the angular velocities estimated with

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: The honeybee’s flight strategy of balancing angular velocities on both eyes
[1]. (a) Angular velocity of an object moving in retina. (b) Narrow passages centering
by balancing angular velocity on both eyes. (c) Flight speed control in a tapered tunnel
by holding constant angular velocity. (d) Smooth landing on flat surface by regulating
angular velocity to a constant value.

both eyes rather than distances to walls [32]. Electro-physiological experiments have

also revealed that the electrical activities of some descending neurons in the honeybee’s

ventral nerve cord increase as the angular velocity of the stimulus grating movement

increases [13], [41], and the responses are largely insensitive to spatial frequency of

the gratings. Modeling of the honeybee’s ability to estimate angular velocity is now

commonly used in the design of flight control systems for MAVs which rely on visual

inputs [27], [42], [43].

The angular velocity here is defined by the angular displacement ∆φ of the image

motion on retina during a small time interval ∆t, that is ω = ∆φ/∆t. In tunnel

centering and terrain following scenarios, denoting vx as the forward flight speed and

d as the distance to the surface, the angular velocity of image motion on the retina

can also be expressed as ω = vx/d. If the forward speed is maintained by a suitable

constant forward thrust, then the distance to the surface will change automatically

either by balancing the lateral angular velocities on both sides in tunnel centering [32],

or by regulating the ventral angular velocity to a constant value in terrain following

2
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[15]. The question is, therefore, how do honeybees estimate the angular velocity and

further regulate it?

To extract the angular velocity of the image motion on the retina, we have proposed

an angular velocity decoding model (AVDM). The model consists of three parts: firstly

a set of elementary motion detection circuits, secondly, a wide-field texture estimation

pathway and thirdly, an angular velocity decoding layer. By combining both textural

and temporal information from the input signals, the model estimates the angular ve-

locity well when tested by moving sinusoidal gratings. Furthermore, together with the

proposed control schemes, the model has reproduced visually guided flight behaviors

including tunnel centering, terrain following and smooth landing activities of bees.

In summary, this work makes a threefold contribution:

• It is well known that the visually guided behaviors of honeybees are barely af-

fected by the spatial frequency of the wall gratings [1], [33]. In this thesis,

an indicator of spatial dependence has been introduced to show our model per-

formance. The proposed model competently estimates the angular velocity of

the retinal image motion and demonstrates improved spatial frequency inde-

pendence when compared with previous angular velocity detecting models [18],

[25], [44], thereby explaining the flight behaviors of honeybees more efficiently.

•• A series of controlled trails have been designed to test the effectiveness of our

model in all kinds of visual flight scenarios. In addition, the spatial and tempo-

ral resolutions have been considered to obtain bio-plausible parameter settings

in our simulations. Using the angular velocity balancing strategy, our model

reproduces most of the tunnel centering, terrain following and grazing landing

behaviors of honeybees. No previous models simulate flight behaviors as many

as the proposed model.

• Our code and demonstration videos are publicly available 1. These will help oth-

ers to reproduce the simulations easily and perform further visual flight research

based on current platform easily. The proposed control schemes could also be

1Code for all modeling is available at https://github.com/skyhouse123/AVDM_Unity. Demonstration
videos can be found at https://youtu.be/gNvtaSqNjdI and https://youtu.be/l3SAnmOrgfk.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

further applied in MAVs for visually guided flights using only visual sensors.

1.2 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 gives the motivation and organi-

zation of the dissertation. Chapter 2 gives a literature review on insect visual systems

and summarizes the related work on modeling motion-sensitive visual neurons. The

formulation of the proposed AVDM is described in Section 3. The visually guided

flights with the proposed model are contained in Chapter 4, 5 and 6, which presents re-

produced behaviors of tunnel centering, terrain following and smooth landing, respec-

tively. In each of these three chapters, we will discuss the designed control schemes,

and demonstrate the simulation results. Chapter 7 finally summarizes the main contri-

butions of the thesis and give some further discussions. The details in each chapter are

given below.

Chapter 2 is the literature review. It mainly reviews the related work on motion-

sensitive neural modeling. It first introduces the biological findings on three widely

investigated motion-sensitive neurons which show exquisite sensitivity to looming,

wide-field motion, and ego motion, respectively. Then the computational models of

the three neurons and their applications are separately summarized. In addition, we

briefly discuss traditional motion detection and motion speed estimation approaches in

engineering.

Chapter 3 presents an angular velocity decoding model (AVDM) for detecting im-

age motion speed on retina in visual flights. It first introduces the background and the

overview of this study, and then formulate the newly developed visual neural model.

Finally, the experimental results on moving gratings are presented and discussed. This

chapter is extended based on the publication [1] on the page V.

Chapter 4 reproduces flight behaviors of tunnel centering on various conditions. It

first introduces a control scheme with input of AVDM responses. Following that, the

simulations of centering with different spatial frequencies, X-shape tunnel centering,

and centering with wall moving, have been present. Finally, the simulation results

are demonstrated and discussed. This chapter is an enriched version of the contents
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published in [4] on the page V.

Chapter 5 presents the application of the proposed AVDM on terrain following

flight tasks. Firstly, an angular velocity based control scheme has been designed. Then,

the model has been tested under various terrain following conditions. The experimental

results and discussions verify the effectiveness of angular velocity estimation. This

chapter is extended based on the content published in [5] on the page V.

Chapter 6 analyzes the landing dynamic in visually guided flight and develops a

control scheme based on constant angular velocity strategy. The open-loop and close-

loop landing simulations have been discussed, and a series of controlled landing trails

on various conditions including flight height, speed and surface texture have been pre-

sented and analyzed. This chapter is extended based on the content described in [8] on

the page V.

Chapter 7 summarizes the main research contributions of this dissertation and dis-

cusses the potential work that can be further done in the future.
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Chapter 2

Background

In the natural world, image motion always carries biological significances. For

example, fast approaching predators always appear as rapidly expanding visual stimuli

in the visual field which can trigger the escape of prey [45], [46]. Motion perception

always plays an important role in animal’s daily lives, such as foraging or escaping.

By millions of years of evolution, insects’ visual systems are capable of perceiving

and processing motion information efficiently and robustly in dynamic environments.

The visual neurons that involve various of motion perceptions have been researched

for many years. In this chapter, we mainly review the related work on three widely

investigated motion-sensitive neurons, lobula plate tangential cells (LPTCs) [47]–[49],

lobula giant movement detectors (LGMDs) [50]–[52] and descending neurons [12],

[13], which show preference on looming stimuli, wide-field motion and translational

motion respectively.

For a better illustration of how insects perceive motion, we first give a brief in-

troduction on insects’ visual system. Following that, the previous researches on three

motion-sensitive neurons have been given. Then, traditional motion detection methods

have been summarized and discussed. Finally, behavioral experiments of three visu-

ally guided flights: tunnel centering, terrain following and grazing landing, have been

introduced for a better understanding of insects’ motion processing.
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2.1 The Insect Visual Systems

2.1.1 Optic Lobe

Insects though with a mini-brain have very complex visual processing systems

which is the fundamental of the motion detection. How visual information are pro-

cessed, especially how insects estimate image motion speed has been met with strong

interest for a long time. Here we use Drosophila as instance whose visual processing

pathways have been researched the most among insects by using both anatomy, two-

photon imaging and electron microscope technologies, to explain generally how sig-

nals are processed in insects’ visual systems, inspiring us to build up new bio-plausible

neural networks for estimating angular velocity of image motion.

Compared with vertebrates, flies have evolved compound eyes which has thousands

of individual ’small eyes’, ommatidia (see Fig. 2.1(a)). Each ommatidium has its own

len and collects light from a small patch of the world. Neighboring ommatidia view

neighboring regions of space, with their viewing directions separated by about two

degrees. Each ommatidium contains 8 photoreceptors, R1-R8, which send their axons

into the optic lobe to form a visual column. Optic lobe, as the most important part of

the visual system, consists of several retinotopically organized layers, lamina, medulla,

lobula and lobula plate [3], as illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a)The compound eyes of the fly [2]. (b) The fly optic lobe receives vi-
sual input from the ommatidia of the compound eye (in red) and consists of several
retinotopically arranged neuropils, called lamina, medulla, lobula and lobula plate [3].

Lamina: According to the biological experiments [53], the lamina layer consists of
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five different monopolar cell types, L1-L5. As can be seen in Fig. 2.2, L1-L2 neurons

of lamina layer are receiving visual motion signals from receptors R1-R6 in a single

cartridge [54]. The large monopolar cells (LMCs) are sensitive to the motion-induced

luminance changes in retina. More precisely, luminance increments induce hyperpo-

larize response and luminance decrements induce depolarize response of L1 and L2

neurons [55]–[58]. That means L1 and L2 play an important part in visual motion

detections, and may serve as temporal filters to extract luminance change information

provided by photoreceptors [59], [60].

The outputs of lamina cells are separated into two pathways, ON pathway for lumi-

nance increments and OFF pathway for luminance decrements [61], [62]. Biological

experiments reveal that when the synaptic outputs of the L1 are blocked, the lobula

plate loses the response to moving light intensity increments. While the outputs of the

L2 cells are blocked, the lobula plate shows no response to intensity decrements [56].

This means L1 neurons work for ON pathway and L2 neurons work for the OFF path-

way [6], [63]. The L3 neurons participate in both pathways [64].

Medulla: The medulla layer contains more than 60 different cells. They are rough-

ly grouped into two groups: medulla intrinsic (Mi) neurons and trans-medulla (Tm)

neurons [3]. They both involve in two parallel pathways which show selectivity to

luminance increment and decrement caused by image motion [56], [57]. As can be

seen from Fig. 2.2, the medulla neurons involved in motion detection detection in both

the ON and OFF pathways. Tm1, Tm2 and Tm9 neurons receive inputs from the L2

and L3 cells and provide inputs for T5 neurons to give directional responses in OFF

pathway, while Tm3, Mil and Mi9 works for ON pathway to give information for T4

neurons. It should be noted that T4 neurons are in Medulla layer while T5 cells are in

lobula layer.

The Tm1, Tm2, Tm3, Tm9, Mi1 and Mi9 neurons are not directionally selective

[65]–[67]. They show strong responses to moving bars in all directions. This means

the directional responses first arise in T4 and T5 neurons which connect to lobula plate

that has four layer corresponding to four directions [64].

8
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Lobula: The lobula layer is connected with medulla layer retinotopically. The lobula

layer contains many specialized neurons which integrate signals from medulla layer to

give specific responses. These include lobula plate tangential cells for directional se-

lectivity, lobula giant movement detectors for looming sensitivity, descending contra-

lateral motion detector for motion control. As it has been shown in Fig. 2.2, T5 cells

connect to the four layers of lobula plate which respond to four cardinal directions,

i.e., front-to-back, back-to-front, upward, downward. T4 cells in medulla layer have

a similar connection which deal with luminance increment in ON pathway. Neigh-

boring layers in lobula plate inhibit each other’s response to give a strong directional

selectivity. The way how the directional responses occur will be discuss later in 2.2.4.
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R
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Tm9
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Tm3 T4
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Figure 2.2: Visual system of Drosophila with ON and OFF pathways. In each column
of the visual system, the motion information are mainly captured by photoreceptors
R1-R6, and processed by lamina cells L1-L3, medulla neurons (Mi1, Mi9, Tm1, Tm2,
Tm3, Tm9) and T4, T5 neurons. The lobula plate functioning as a map of visual
motion which has four layers representing four cardinal directions. T4 and T5 cells
showing both preferred motion enhancement and non-preferred direction suppression
are first to give a strong directional selectivity [4]. This figure referenced Takemura
and Arenz’s figures [5], [6].

In summary, the optic lobe works with several retinotopical neuropils. The number

of columns in optic lobe is the same with the number of ommatidia [68]. Each col-

umn contains roughly one hundred neurons and can process light intensity increments

(ON) and decrements (OFF) signals in parallel way simultaneously [56]. In each col-
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umn, light intensity are perceived by R1-R6 in retina first (R7 and R8 process color

information rather than motion). The intensity changes are calculated in lamina, and

then the visual signals are transformed to motion signals by downstream ON and OFF

pathways simultaneously [5] (see Fig. 2.2). Both pathways have three input signals

to give a directional motion signal in lobula plate, which has four layers representing

four cardinal directions (front to back, back to front, upward and downward) [5]. Sev-

eral motion detection models have been proposed based on the structures of the visual

system which will be discussed later (see Fig. 2.15).

2.1.2 Looming Sensitive Neurons

Among all kinds of motion perceiving neurons, the lobula giant movement detec-

tors (LGMDs) are very important since the looming stimuli they perceive help insects

escape from predators [50]–[52]. An anatomy of an escape circuit in the locust has

been shown in Fig. 2.3. The LGMDs respond most strongly to object approaching

rather than receding or translating movements [69]–[71]. As can be seen from Fig.

2.4(a), the experimental setup recorded the responses of the insect visual system while

an object is approaching or receding. The object’s visual angular and the LGMD neu-

rons responses when approaching have been given in Fig. 2.4(b). The increment of the

object angular is nonlinear and so does the LGMD responses. This means the LGMD

is positively correlated to the angular size and reach to a peak when the object occupies

a large part of the visual field. Modeling the function of the LGMD neurons is helpful

for avoiding collisions.

In fact, there are two kind of LGMD neurons discovered, LGMD1 and LGMD2.

They show similar neural characteristics and functionalities, but differ in looming s-

electivity [50], [51]. More precisely, the LGMD1 neuron responds to both dark or

light approaching objects, but LGMD2 neuron only responds to dark looming object

against light background [51]. Further research finds that the looming selectivity of

the LGMDs is related to the pre-synaptic neuropil layer of the medulla in the locusts’

visual systems [71]. However the mechanisms underlying remain unclear.

Rind and Bramwell [70] proposed a functional neural model based on the LGMDs
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Fig. 1. Multiplications have been implicated in several neural computations. (A) The elementary movement detector model effectively implements a

correlation operation between adjacent photoreceptor inputs multiplied together after a fixed delay (s) in one of the input channels. Subtraction of
two mirror symmetrical units yields a fully directional output. This model accurately describes the detection of motion, both at the behavioral and

neuronal level, in several insect species. (B) Directional selectivity of motion detection in retinal ganglion cells has been described by a different,

delayed inhibitory veto mechanism originally proposed by Barlow and Levick. In A and B the solid and dashed arrows indicate the preferred and

anti-preferred directions of the motion detectors, respectively. (C) The receptive fields of neurons in several cortical areas of the monkey visual cortex

have been shown to scale up or down in a multiplicative manner by varying a second contextual variable, for example attention to the stimulus.

20 F. Gabbiani et al. / Journal of Physiology - Paris 98 (2004) 19–34

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the LGMD neuron’s dendritic tree in a locust’s visual system
[7]. Subfield A receives motion-sensitive excitatory inputs, while subfields B and C
receive phasic inhibition related to object size. The LGMD spikes are generated at
the axon. The LGMD synapses in the protocerebrum onto the DCMD neuron that
transmits spikes to thoracic motor centers.

input circuitry. This visual neural model showed the same selectivity as the LGMD

neuron for approaching stimuli rather than receding stimuli. The model mainly com-

puted the expanding edges of colliding objects and the lateral inhibition. And it re-

sponded well to objects approaching on collision rather than near-miss situations.

However, their LGMD-based visual model was either challenged only by synthetic

visual stimuli [70], or tested in a simply structured environment [72]. In addition, the

success rate of the neural model for collision avoidance was about 69% which needs

improvement [73].

To increase the success rate of collision avoidance against a complex background,

Yue and Rind [31] further developed a LGMD-based collision detecting neural mod-

el with a new layer processing the excitations and the lateral inhibitions before the

LGMD cell gathers excitations. The new mechanism favors grouped excitations by

enhancing them and allowing them to reach to the next layer without decay. The visual

model is further implemented in a vision-based autonomous micro-robot [74], and the

visual neural model show its low computational complexity and ability to work under

extremely bright or dark conditions.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: (a) The experimental setup for recording looming and receding responses
of inscet visual system. Looming stimuli corresponds to optical flow of expansion,
and receding stimuli corresponds to contraction [8]. l is the half-size of the object, v
is the approach speed, L is the initial distance and θ is the angular size of the object.
(b) LGMD responses to looming stimuli [9]. Top, schematic of visual stimulus. Note
the non-linear increase in angular size (2θ), characteristic of looming stimuli. Middle,
spike rasters of the LGMD responses to looming stimuli. Bottom, mean instantaneous
firing rate (f ) of LGMD looming response. Shaded area is ± SEM.

To enhance the selectivity for looming and reduce the response to receding and

translating objects, Fu et al. [75] introduced the ON and OFF pathways for parallel

processing excitations and inhibitions. The model had also been applied on micro

wheel robots to detect collisions, as shown in Fig. 2.5. Apart from these models, a

number of derivatives based on the work of Rind [70] had also been proposed. They

tried to introduce new methods to enhance the collision selectivity for approaching ob-

jects [76], new layers to reduce environmental noise [77], new mechanism to enhance

the performance in high degree of complexity required scenarios [78]. These models

had been implemented in hardware like the FPGA [79], as well as applied to collision

detection on cars [80] and mobile robots [81].

The LGMD-based neural models are designed for collision detection which com-

pute the summation of luminance changes over the whole visual field. They can detect

looming stimuli, but they are not able to estimate the image motion speed. However

the detecting mechanism may help in reproducing visual flight behaviors.
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FIGURE 5: Illustration of the Colias robot and the arena. The ID-particular
pattern on top of the robot is used for locate it in real time.

colliding challenge scores a lowered fitness; an agent that
fails in a collision scenario gets a sharp reduction in fitness.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
Within this section, we introduce the experimental settings
for the off-line artificial evolution and the on-line robot
experimentation. Generally speaking, the artificial evolution
courses can be categorised into two types as introduced
above. Each type of evolution consists of four rounds in
which different population (20, 40) and developmental gen-
erations (50, 100) have been investigated, respectively. After
evolutionary learning, the LGMD+ models with optimised
sets of parameters from the best performing agents have been
implemented in on-line multi-robot arena tests mixed with
many obstacles to examine the computational simplicity and
robustness.

A. EVOLUTION ENVIRONMENT

To cultivate well performing agents capable of better adapt-
ing to various visual backgrounds, the evolving environment
should comprise as many typical events as possible. In this
research, we set up a comprehensive dataset including var-
ious car driving collision and non-collision scenarios used
as both the evolution and the testing environments for the
visual systems. Precisely speaking, the evolution environ-
ment consists of 40 typical on-road critical moments in total
with 30 collision events and 10 other non-collision challenges
including near-miss, periphery cluttered flows and motion
deviation from the centre view. The testing data for evolved
visual systems comprises 87 new on-road events including
51 crash scenes and 36 non-collision or near-miss cases. All
the visual data is taken at 30 fps with 432×240 in resolution,
each length at around 10∼30 seconds. The example video
clips are shown with results in next Section V.

B. ROBOT EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION
In this subsection, we introduce the micro-mobile robot and
the arena used in the on-line experiments. Fig. 5 illustrates
both. In this kind of experiments, we aim to prove the effec-
tiveness and real-time realisation of the proposed LGMD+ in
multiple robots performing together for collision perception
and avoidance.

The robot is called ‘Colias’, which is a vision-based, low-
cost and autonomous ground mobile platform (see Fig. 5a)
[33]. The robot has a small footprint of 4cm in diameter and
3cm in height. It has mainly two boards. The bottom motion
board serves the robot with a maximum speed of roughly
35cm/s and autonomy of approximately 1 hour. Equipped
with two wheels, the robot can only run on 2D surfaces. The
upper sense board is assembled with a monocular camera
(OV7670) system handling the required in-chip image pro-
cessing, as the only collision perception sensor used in this
research. The acquired image is set at 99×72 in YUV422
format at 30 fps. Moreover, the visual coverage of camera
could only reach up to 70 degrees. Note that when processing
the LGMD+, the frame rate can maintain 25∼40Hz which
satisfies the real-time visual processing though with very
limited computational resources. More detailed configuration
of the Colias robot can be found in a recent study [33].

Fig. 5b depicts the 3D-profile of arena built on a LCD TV
screen. It is with the size of 1430 (in length)× 805 (in width)
× 150 (in height) mm3. A CCD camera is set on the top of
arena to record the experiments. Notably, the multi-robots
interact with each other, as well as the patterned poles as
obstacles and the periphery walls. We calculate the success
rate (SR) of each robot in a two-hour arena trial.

V. RESULTS
Within this section, we present the experimental results with
analysis. Firstly, the processes of artificial evolution with
best agent performances on typical training scenes and gene
distributions are illustrated. Secondly, the performance of
evolved LGMD+ best agents on new testing driving scenes
are given. At last, the performance of multi-robot arena test
with the SR is shown.

A. ARTIFICIAL EVOLUTION RESULTS
1) Individual Development Results
Firstly, for each group of LGMD models evolving individ-
ually not affecting each other, the results in Fig. 6 and 8
clearly show that the proposed LGMD+ outperforms both
the comparative models in four rounds of evolution with
the two populations, i.e., the LGMD+ develops consistently
with different populations. More precisely, after around 10
generations, the mean fitness of the LGMD+ population
surpasses a high degree, that is 80%, which defines a bot-
tom line for the standard of ‘best agents’; nevertheless, the
mean fitness of two comparative model populations can only
reach above 60% after approximate 40 generations. In every
generation, the maximum fitness of LGMD+ population is
much greater than the other two populations. Importantly,
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of micro wheel robot with the LGMD visual neural network
implemented to detect collision in an arena with patterned walls and obstacles [10].

2.1.3 Wide-field Motion-sensitive Neurons

In dynamic environments, many motion occur globally in retina. Therefore wide-

field motion-sensitive neurons are needed to sense the motion properly. In lobula plate,

there are lobula plate tangential cells (LPTCs) which integrates the directional motion

signals from thousands of visual columns [82], [83]. LPTCs are sensitive to wide-

field motion in all directions, and send information to the central complex to control

motions [47]–[49]. There are four layers of LPTCs which respond to four cardinal

directions, front to back, back to front, upward and downward [48], [49], [64], [84].

A wide-field LPTC can be modeled as an array of Hassenstein-Reichardt corre-

lators (HRCs), each of which focuses on a small visual field [85]. The HRC model

is also called elementary motion detector (EMD), which is the most popular motion

detector unit [86]. The model structures of the HRC and fully opponent HRC and their

responses to preferred direction and null direction motion have been shown in Fig.

2.6. As can been seen, the HRC model uses a delay-and-correlate mechanism to give

a preferred motion enhancement and the fully opponent HRC can also detect a null
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Figure 2.6: Illustrations of motion detection by the HRC model (a, b) and fully oppo-
nent HRC (b, c). The top panel shows a bar moving in either preferred direction or
null direction. The bar crosses the two gray areas (A, B) at two sequential times (t1,
t2). (a) For the HRC model, the delayed signal from left photoreceptor multiplies the
un-delayed signal from right photoreceptor to get a preferred motion enhancement. (b)
For a bar moving in null direction over a HRC model, the un-delay the signal from
photoreceptor B multiplies the delayed signal from A to get a non-preferred motion
inhibition. (c) For a preferred direction motion over fully opponent HRC model which
contains two mirror-asymmetrical subunits, a positive response occurs at time t2. (d)
For a null direction motion over fully opponent HRC model, a negative response occurs
at time t2.

direction motion by eliciting a negative response. The wide-field LPTC integrates all

the HRC responses to get an averaged motion response that relates the motion speed

and the motion direction. Four LPTCs could be applied to correspond to four cardinal

motion directions.

The HRC model is able to reproduce the observed behaviors of the insects [86], but

the neural circuits underlaying this computation remains unclear. Recent biological

experiments have identified two parallel channels which separately process luminance
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Figure 2.7: Illustrations of two improved HRC models with ON and OFF paths. (a) A
4-Quadrant-Detector model [11]. Splitting the input into luminance increase (ON) and
decrease (OFF) components leads to four parallel channels, one for each combination
of input signals (ON-ON, ON-OFF, OFF-ON, OFF-OFF). Each of the four subunits
replicates the structure of the HRC model. This model is mathematically identical to
the original HRC model. (b) A 2-Quadrant-Detector [11]. Only combinations of the
same-type signals are processed (ON-ON, OFF-OFF).

increment (ON) and decrement(OFF) signals in the insect’s visual systems [65]. To

incorporate this new finding, new models implement the ON and OFF pathways into

the HRC model which separate the luminance increment and decrement components

by a half-wave rectifier. The separated components are then processed parallel and

combined in possible pairs. Two alternative models are shown in Fig. 2.7.
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The first model, the ”4-Quadrant-Detector”, consists of four parallel HRC mod-

els that cover all four possible combinations of luminance increase and decrease sig-

nals from two photoreceptors (ON-ON, ON-OFF, OFF-ON, and OFF-OFF). The 4-

Quadrant-Detector is mathematically equivalent to the original HRC model. The sec-

ond model [87], the ”2-Quadrant-Detector”, only contains two parallel HRC models

to process the same-type signals from two photoreceptors (ON-ON, OFF-OFF). Both

4-Quadrant-Detector and 2-Quadrant-Detector are motion-sensitive, but it is still con-

troversial which model exists in the insect’s visual systems. In further biological exper-

iments which used apparent motion stimuli 1 as visual inputs, the insects’ visual sys-

tems exhibit not only positive responses to ON-ON and OFF-OFF sequences, but also

negative responses to ON-OFF and OFF-ON sequences [88], [89]. This finding sug-

gests that a 4-Quadrant-Detector might exist in the visual system. However, Eichner et

al. indicate that the 2-Quadrant-Detector could also respond to ON-OFF and OFF-ON

sequences if a small amount of information about the average luminance level (called

DC components) is mixed with luminance change signals as model input [11]. That

is, the existence of the 2-Quadrant-Detector cannot be ruled out in the insects’ visual

systems. In contrast, Clark et al. advocate for a Weighted-Quadrant-Detector which

contains six weighted HRC models to process six pairs of luminance increment and

decrement signals (ON-ON, OFF-OFF, OFF-ON, ON-ON, OFF-OFF, ON-OFF). The

Weighted-Quadrant-Detector is sensitive an illusory percept ”reverse phi”, indicating

that it may exist widely in the visual systems for motion detection [57].

The HRC model and its variations all use the light intensity correlations from two or

more different locations with spatial or temporal filters, which could explain insects’

visual systems more bio-plausibly. They can be applied to estimate image velocity

[19], [90], [91], to avoid collisions [92], [93], and to detect moving objects [94], [95].

However, their responses depend not only on image texture and contrast, but also the

temporal frequency of the motion. Therefore, they can not be used to estimate image

motion speed accurately [92], [96]

1Apparent motion stimuli denotes that the brightness in two adjacent bars is stepped sequentially from an intermediate
level, that is also present in the surround, to either a high (ON-Step) or to a low (OFF-Step) level.
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2.1.4 Descending Neurons

Honeybees exhibit a number of flight behaviors that suggest they are able to calcu-

late the angular velocity of images passing over their eyes, which is largely indepen-

dently of the spatial frequency of the scene. Given this ability, the visual pathways that

control flight speed should estimate the image velocity over the eyes which show little

influence caused by the spatial texture of the environment. There are many evidences

to support this. Honeybees use optic flow information to regulate their flight speed.

They tend to hold the retinal image motion speed constant despite large changes in the

textural information in the environment. Drosophila have a similar ability to regulate

their flight speed to hold a constant angular velocity, regardless of large changes in

image spatial frequency [97]. The perception of distance flown depends on the amount

of image motion experienced and this is also little affected by the contrast or the spatial

texture of the image. All these behavioral discoveries suggest that a speed tuned sys-

tem that is largely irrelevant to the spatial frequency of the image would be particularly

useful in flying animals, where the spatial frequency content varies with the distance

from objects [98]. Based on these behavioral experiments, the research to find angular

velocity tunned neurons have been carried out. Some descending neurons in ventral

nerve cord in bees’ visual system show temporal frequency tunned response and some

descending neurons show angular velocity tunned response [13].

Behavioral experiments suggest the existence of two functionally distinct move-

mentsensitive pathways in honeybees: one mediates optomotor behavior, consisting of

reflexive turning responses preventing deviations from course, and the other controls

flight speed. The first consists of directionselective neurons responding optimally to a

particular temporal frequency of motion, regardless of the pattern’s spatial structure.

The temporal frequency dependence matches the temporal tuning of the optomotor

output. Behavioral experiments suggest the second pathway contains velocitytuned

cells, which generate equalized responses for any given image velocity, for patterns

with a range of spatial structures.

Direction selective DNs have been identified in many insect species (e.g. bees,

flies, locusts, praying mantis and dragonflies). As all these DNs integrate motion in-
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formation from large patches of the visual field, they are excellent candidates for an

investigation of the neural basis of forward flight control. Via intracellular staining of

DN axons in the bee ventral nerve cord, Goodman et al. observed six types of DNs

each with distinct dendritic shapes and cell body locations in the brain (categorized

as groups denoted by Roman numerals: DNI to DNVI) [12]. One of the original cell

groups, labeled DNIII, shows directional and speed tuning characteristics. The picture

of DNIII neurons in bee’s visual system has been shown in Fig. 2.8.www.nature.com/scientificreports/

4Scientific RepoRts | 7: 14591  | DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-14954-0

(labeled DNIII2C, with C = contralateral, note: its cell body is not visible). The cell bodies of the four neurons
with axons in the left connective are labeled in the right hand side of the brain (DNIII1, DNIII2, DNIII3, DNIII4). 
We present drawings of the DNIII2, DNIII3 and DNIII4 neurons, as derived from single-cell fills (Fig. 2C,D,E). 
Good brain fills from 9, 5 and 8 cells were obtained from DNIII2, DNIII3 and DNIII4, respectively, and many more
partial fills. We do not have a high quality fill of DNIII1, so no single drawing is presented. Partial fills of lower 
quality were obtained from this neuron but due to limitations in identifying it, we do not present physiological 
data from it.

All of the neurons in the DNIII group have dense dendritic fields situated in the lateral protocerebrum close 
to the exit of the lobula on the same side of the brain as the cell bodies (ipsilateral) (Fig. 2A–E). The dendrites 
are located close to the exit points from the anterior compartment of the lobula complex (often referred to as the 
ventral lobula using neuroaxis terminology). The DNIII axons pass over the dorsal portion of the OF. Once in the
contralateral brain the axons send out many thin blebbed branches that invade the protocerebrum and perioe-
sophageal neuropile (Fig. 2B–E). The DNIII4 neuron is quite unique because its cell body is located immediately 
posterior to its dendrites, such that when viewed from the posterior side of the brain the dendrites and cell body 
overlap (Fig. 2B,E). The DNIII1, DNIII2 and DNIII3 neurons have their cell bodies more dorsal, close to the cal-
yces29 (Fig. 2B,C,D).

It proved very difficult to get dye to flow into the thoracic ganglia. We have observed the four axons running
together in the medial dorsal tract (MDT, as defined by Rehder36 1988) as far as the most posterior end of the
prothoracic ganglion. We have also observed the axons of some DNIII neurons running together in the MDT in 
the meso-metathoracic ganglion, however we could not identify them individually based on brain anatomy. We
are therefore unable to describe the full thoracic anatomy of the whole cell group. However, DNIII4 was filled into 
the thoracic ganglia and simultaneously identified in the brain (Fig. 3A,B). The neuron is color coded to reveal the

Figure 2. Brain anatomy. (A) A schematic diagram of the bee brain as viewed from the posterior perspective. 
The posterior optic tracts (POT1 and POT2) and the posterior optic commissure (POC) are shown in grey. 
The box shows the location of the image shown in B. (B) Photograph of a mass-fill obtained after placing dye in 
the ventral nerve cord. The optomotor neurons and the DNIII neurons are labeled. The axons of all four DNIII 
neurons in the left hemisphere of the brain were filled (labeled DNIII1–4), only one DNIII2 neuron was filled 
in the other side (labeled DNIII2C, with C = contralateral). (CDE) Drawings of high quality fills showing the 
anatomies of DNIII2, DNIII3 and DNIII4. A high quality fill was not obtained from DNIII1. Scale bars = 100 µm. 
OF = oesophageal foramen.

Figure 2.8: Illustration of the descending neurons in bee’s visual system [12]). (A) The
location of descending neurons in the bee’s visual system. (B) The illustration of the
DNIII neurons.

To investigate the neural basis of the spatial independence in these flight behaviors,

Ibbotson et. al. recorded the responses of the descending neurons in the honeybee’s
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ventral nerve cord [13]. Neurons were tested for responses to motion at velocities of

40 - 1000 ◦/s using four gratings with spatial periods of 11◦ - 76◦. Part of the results

has been shown in Fig. 2.9. In addition to temporal frequencydependent optomotor

neurons, directionselective cells were found that had the same shaped velocityresponse

functions for all four patterns. The velocitytuning properties of these cells suggest

a possible role in monitoring flight speed because their velocity tuning matches the

image velocities encountered during free flight and landing behavior.
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Figure 2.9: Spike records of velocity tuned neurons in honeybee show spatial frequen-
cy independence and high temporal frequency suppression (data from [13]).

The data recored suggest that the DNIII neurons will be working in a range in

which the responses are strong, but not very sensitive to small changes in image speed.

However, there is now increasing evidence that motion-detecting neurons in the in-

sect visual pathway are much more sensitive during the execution of real behaviors,

as opposed to situations in which the insect is immobilized for recording purposes.

Recordings of movement-detecting neurons from tethered flying or walking insects (or

from brains with heightened levels of octopamine, a neuromodulator which mimics

the ambience of natural flight) reveal a shift of the speed tuning curves toward high-

er image speeds. It is conceivable, therefore, that during real flights that elicit image

speeds of 200 - 400 ◦/s, the honeybees DNIII neurons are operating in a region where

the tuning curve displays a steep slope, and confers a high sensitivity to changes of
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image speed. It is also possible that the sensing of image speed is performed not just

by the DNIII neurons but by a population of motion-sensing neurons with a variety of

speed tuning curves, in which case the image speed could be estimated precisely by

comparing responses across the neural population.

2.1.5 Spatial Resolution of Honeybee Vision

Unlike our human eyes, most of the insects have compound eyes with thousands of

ommatidia. To understand how visual information are processed by insect visual sys-

tem, it is important to discuss the spatial resolution first. Take honeybees for instance,

the spatial resolving power is mainly determined by two parameters: the interomma-

tidial angle and acceptance angle, as illustrated in Fig. 2.10.

Δφ

Δρ

Figure 2.10: Illustration of the honeybee’s compound eye structures. The ommatidia
are arranged hexagonally with an angular separation ∆ϕ (interommatidial angle) and
each has its own small receptive field ∆ρ (acceptance angle).

The interommatidial angle ∆ϕ determines the fineness of the visual mosaic of the

compound eye, which means a smaller value corresponds to a finer pattern received

by the optics. The acceptance angle ∆ρ determines the extent to which the image is

blurred by the optics. A larger acceptance angle means a greater blur, and less spatial

details are captured by the retina. These two parameters of the compound eye of most

insects are closely matched which means that the optics transmit as much details as

the retina can sample accurately [1]. One can predict how much visual information the

insect’s visual system can resolve given the value of these two parameters.
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The ommatidia of honeybees’ bilateral compound eyes are arranged hexagonally,

separated by the interommatidial angle ∆ϕ of approximately 2◦ [99], and each omma-

tidium has an acceptance angle ∆ρ of 2.5◦ [100]. To figure out the honeybee’s spatial

resolution in behavioral experiments, bees were also trained to distinguish between

vertically and horizontally oriented striped patterns. The fineness of the stripes were

also investigated to ensure the discrimination of the strip orientations [101]. The exper-

iments show that bees cannot resolve black and white gratings that are thinner than 1.4

degrees. This implies that the visual systems of the honeybee can perceive the spatial

details well that are captured by its compound eyes.

2.1.6 Temporal Resolution of Honeybee Vision

Insects have visual systems that are able to process image very rapidly to cope with

highly dynamic environment. Early studies measure the temporal resolution of the

honeybee’s compound eyes by recording the response of the electroretinogram (ERG)

to a flickering light source [102]. The frequency of the flickering was changed to find

the boundaries that ERG responses. The flickering is made either by turn on and off

regularly, or is modulated sinusoidally.

The results show that at low frequencies, the ERG exhibits an oscillatory response

which has the same frequency as the flickering. As the frequency increases, the oscil-

latory amplitude of the ERG decreases until a certain frequency, termed as the critical

fusion frequency (CFF). If the flickering frequency is beyond the CFF, there is no ERG

response. It should be note that the CFF increases with the mean intensity of the light,

and may be affected by spatial extent. For honeybees, the CFF measured is in range of

165-300 Hz, which means the temporal resolution is less than 300 Hz [102]. This is

much higher than our human’s, which is in the range of 20-70 Hz [103].

The above CCF is measured the extracellular response of the photoreceptor cells.

However, it failed in behavioral experiments which tried to train the honeybees to dis-

tinguish between a steady light source and flickering light source (of the same mean

intensity). Which means though the photoreceptors show responses to flickering s-

timuli, bees are not able to recognize flicker. Perhaps, the flicker is not biologically
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bees for the gray stimulus, as a function of the temporal
frequency f generated by the test stimulus. This experi-
ment reveals that the visual system of the bee (as a whole)
can resolve fluctuations of intensity at frequencies of up
to 200 Hz, when tested with moving stimuli.

Detailed investigation revealed that, in this experi-
ment, the bees were not actually “learning” to distinguish
between the two stimuli. Rather, they were choosing the
rewarded stimulus (gray stimulus) because they were
being “repelled” by the motion generated by the other
stimulus (the test stimulus) as long as they could sense its
motion. As we shall see later below, this “movement
avoidance response” may be a mechanism that prevents
collisions with obstacles during flight, by causing the bee
to steer away from regions of the visual field that experi-
ence rapid image motion (227, 253). The value of the CFF
obtained with this method agrees with early measure-
ments of the honeybee’s optomotor response in which the
speed of a rotating striped drum was varied systematically
to determine the highest flicker frequency at which a
turning response could still be elicited (5).

Let us return briefly to the experiments that used
flickering stimuli. In a subsequent study, Srinivasan and
Lehrer (225) found that bees could indeed be trained to
discriminate flicker if the flicker was presented in the
domain of color (as heterochromatic flicker), rather than
intensity. Here, one stimulus presented a periodic alter-
nation between two colors (say, blue and green), while
the other presented a steady mixture of the two colors
(turqoise). Bees could be easily trained to distinguish
between the two stimuli, regardless of whether they were
trained on the flickering stimulus or the steady one. Thus
bees can learn to distinguish changes in color, but not
changes in intensity. By systematically varying the fre-

quency of the heterochromatic flicker, Srinivasan and
Lehrer found that the fusion frequency for heterochro-
matic flicker was �100 Hz, which is about half the CFF
for intensity flicker (as revealed by the ERG and the
rotating disc experiments described above). Thus one can
infer that the honeybee’s visual system requires �10 ms to
compute color, which is about twice as long as it requires
for computing intensity. Interestingly, for humans, the
CFF for heterochromatic flicker is in the range 10–30 Hz,
depending on stimulus intensity (57, 58), suggesting that,
for humans as well, this critical frequency is about half
that for intensity flicker (which is in the range of 20–70
Hz; see above).

VI. MOVEMENT PERCEPTION

Research over the past 50 years has uncovered a
number of different ways in which insects (including
honeybees) use image motion to stabilize and guide flight
through the environment, and to extract useful informa-
tion about the structure of the environment. Indeed, it is
probably fair to say that many of the fundamental princi-
ples that underlie the detection and perception of move-
ment were first unearthed in insects, probably because of
their exquisite sensitivity to motion of the image of the
world in their eyes and their heavy reliance on motion
cues to guide their behavior (224).

We begin by considering strategies for visual control
and stabilization of flight and then proceed to examine the
ways in which image motion is used to glean information
about the structure of the environment, and about the
insect’s movement within it.

For insects, vision provides an important sensory
input for the stabilization of flight. If an insect flying along
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of the temporal resolution of the honeybee’s compound eye
[14]. Bees were trained to distinguish a slowly rotating black-and-white disc from a
disc which appeared uniformly gray by a rapidly rotating. The results indicate that bee
could not detect movement of a temporal frequency larger than 200 Hz.

relevant to their daily flights.

When the flicker is presented in the context of a moving stimulus, bees are able

to distinguish between the flickering and steady stimuli. Srinivasan and Lehrer [14]

exposed bees to two stimuli, each comprising a sectored, black-and-white disc (see

Fig. 2.11). One disc was rotated at a speed that was high enough that the alternat-

ing black and white sectors produced a flicker frequency (temporal frequency) of 300

Hz, which was well beyond the CFF of the photoreceptors. Consequently, this disc

would have appeared uniformly gray to the bees. The other disc rotated at a slower

speed to produce a flicker that was well within the temporal resolving ability of the

photoreceptors.

The results are displayed in Fig. 2.11, which shows the variation of the choice

frequency of the trained bees for the gray stimulus, as a function of the temporal fre-

quency generated by the test stimulus. The results show that bees could easily to

distinguish flickering and steady stimuli as long as the temporal frequency produced

by the rotating was lower than 200 Hz (see Fig. 2.11). This indicates that bees can re-

solve fluctuations of intensity at frequencies of up to 200 Hz, when tested with moving

stimuli.

Further investigations revealed that the bees were not sensing the flicker stimuli

but the motion stimuli. The value of the CFF obtained using this method is applicable
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in bees’ visual fight behaviors. Therefore we chose 200 Hz as the sample rate of our

image processing to simulate the visual processing of bees.

2.2 Traditional Motion Detection Methods

Traditional motion detection methods such as optical flow [104], background sub-

traction [105] and correlation method [96], have been developed to detect image mo-

tion speed in visual flight. They utilize physical characteristics including shape, color

and texture, to detect image motion speed. Three traditional motion detection methods

including optical flow, background subtraction and correlation method, are reviewed

as follows.

2.2.1 Optical Flow

Optical flow is the most widely used motion detection method in many field. It

refers to the pattern of apparent motion of objects, surface, and edges in a visual scene

which is caused by the relative motion between an observer and a scene. It can also be

defined as the distribution field of the apparent velocities of all movement in an image

sequence [106]. An example optical flow field has been shown in Fig. 2.12. The idea

comes from a physiological description of the visual perception on the retina [107].

The optical flow method is based on two assumptions. First, the intensity of a

moving object remains constant during a small time separation. Second, the movement

is small in consecutive frames. For the brightness constancy constraint, we can express

it as follow,
dI

dt
(x, y, t) = 0. (2.1)

where I : Ω× T → R denotes an image sequence. Ω ⊂ R2 and T is the sampled time

interval of the sequence.

Using the chain rule of differentiation, we can get

∂I

∂x

dx

dt
+
∂I

∂y

dy

dt
+
∂I

∂t
= 0. (2.2)
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Figure 2: Optic flow field for a fly flying straight ahead along a corridor produces, through
its movement, a vector field of the apparent motion of corridor surfaces. This optic flow
field is then processed on a higher level of the visual ganglia, called the Lobula Plate
Tangential Cells -LPTC- neurons, so as to correct the flight course. Turns are controlled
by the direct connection of two nerves, the HSE LPTC-neuron (right) and the H2 LPTC-
neuron (left). c©Robert Schorner - PhotoLab/Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology [29].

Rotational optic flow depends only on agents own rotations. However in
the horizontal plane, translational optic flow, which describes the front-to-
back motion occurring when the agent moves forward, depends on the ratio
between the relative linear speed V and the distance Dϕ from the contrasting
objects of the environment, and the angle ϕ between the gaze direction and
the speed vector (2).

ωT =
V

Dϕ

· sin(ϕ) (2)

Translational optic flow (2) is particularly interesting for short-range nav-
igation because it depends on the ratio between (i) the relative linear speed
of an object in the scene with respect to the agent and (ii) the distance from
obstacles in the surrounding environment: this visual angular speed cue does
not require either speed or distance measurement (2).

4

Figure 2.12: Illustration of the optical flow field sensed by a fly in tunnel centering [15].

If we let

u =
dx

dt
, v =

dy

dt
, (2.3)

then we can get a single linear equation with two unknowns, u and v. That is

∂I

∂x
u+

∂I

∂y
v +

∂I

∂t
= 0. (2.4)

The above equation can be rewritten as a vector form

∇I(x) · w(x) + It(x) = 0 (2.5)

where w(x) = (u(x), v(x))>, x = (x, y)>, ∇ = ( ∂
∂x
, ∂
∂y

)>, It = ∂I
∂t

, and · denotes the

inner product.

It should be noted that two unknown components of optical flow w(x) cannot be
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recovered by one equation, i.e. Eq. (2.5). Therefore, an additional spatial coherency

constraint on w(x) needs to be introduced to ensure the problem is well-posed. To

combine with the newly introduced constraint, the brightness constancy constraint can

be formulated as a penalty term, which can be expressed by

ρdata(x, I1, I2, w) = φ(I2(x+ w(x))− I1(x)) (2.6)

where I1 = I(·, t) and I2 = I(·, t + 1) represent two successive frames; φ(·) is a

penalty function. Since I2(x + w(x)) − I1(x) is the discrete form of dI
dt

(x, t) which

can be approximated by ∇I(x) · w(x) + It(x) using the Taylor series technique, the

above equation can be rewritten as

ρdata(x, I1, I2, w) = φ(∇I(x) · w(x) + It(x)). (2.7)

The spatial coherency constraint is introduced and can be imposed in either local or

global regions, resulting in two different methods, i.e., parametric approaches [108]–

[112] and regularized models [106], [113]–[115].

The parametric approaches restrict the problem in a small subregion of the image

R ⊆ Ω. In the subregion R, the optical flow w is assumed to be characterized by the

associated parameter vector α. If it is restricted to linear models, then w can be given

by

wα(x) =
K∑
k=1

bk(x)αk(x) (2.8)

where b = {bk(x)|k ∈ [1, K], bk(x) ∈ R2} are basis functions andα(x) = {αk(x)|k ∈

[1, K]} are parameters. Due to the spatial constancy constraint, all pixels in subregion

R have the same motion vector w(x), i.e., the same parameter α. The problem is then

transformed to the optimal parameter α selection to minimize the summation ρdata of

each pixel in subregionR. That can be expressed by

α̂ = arg min
α

∑
x∈R

g(x)ρdata(x, I1, I2, wα) (2.9)

where g(x) is a weighting function.
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The regularized models add a regularization term to the penalty term, and to find

the optimal w that minimizes the summation on the whole image. The problem can be

expressed by

arg min
w

Eglobal(w) = arg min
w

∫
Ω

ρdata(x, I1, I2, wα) + λρreg(x, w)dx (2.10)

where λ is a regularization parameter and ρreg(x, w) denotes the regularization term.

In general, ρreg(x, w) is designed to smooth w in regions of coherent motion while

preserve discontinuities at the boundaries of moving objects.

2.2.2 Background Subtraction

Background subtraction is another traditional method to estimate motion in image

frames. It first subtracts a background image from the temporal sequence of input

image frames. Then the motion can be detected by calculating the difference between

the estimated background and each frame, which can be expressed as

D(x, y, t) = |I(x, y, t)− IB(x, y, t)| (2.11)

where D(x, y, t), I(x, y, t) and IB(x, y, t) represent the difference image, input frame

and background image, respectively. A sample of the method applied in traffic has

been given in Fig. 2.13.

The key of the background subtraction is to estimate background accurately espe-

cially in dynamic scenes. That means that the background image should be regularly

updated to adapt for varying luminance conditions and geometry settings [116]. A

lot of techniques have been developed to subtract the background images effectively.

Here we give two most popular methods for reference, the Gaussian Mixture Model

(GMM) [117] and the Principle Component Pursuit (PCP) [118].

Gaussian Mixture Model: The GMM-based background subtraction is proposed by

Stauffer and Grimson [117]. It provides a statistical formulation where the intensity of

each pixel is expressed by a Gaussian distribution to model background image. The

Gaussian distributions are updated by each input image frame to ccommodate slow
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Figure 2.13: Illustration of the background subtraction method. The figure comes from
https://pysource.com.

lighting variations and objects blending into, or permanently leaving [119]. That is, the

image generation model Mt is devised from previous measurements {Z0, Z1, ...Zt−1},

and the current measurementZt is generated byMt. The likelihood that a pixel belongs

to the background image can be expressed by

P (Zt|Mt) =
H∑
h=1

αhN (µh,Σh) (2.12)

N (µh,Σh) =
1

(2π)d/2|Σh|1/2
e−

1
2

(Zt−µh)
>

Σ−1
h (Zt−µh) (2.13)

where µ and Σ denote the mean and covariance of each Gaussian; αh is weighted factor

and they satisfy
∑

h αh = 1; d is the dimensionality of the measurement space, i.e.,

d = 3 for RGB image. The covariance of each Gaussian Σh can be expressed as the

following matrix:

Σh =


σ2

(h,1) 0 0

0 σ2
(h,2) 0

0 0 σ2
(h,3)

 (2.14)

where the subscripts 1, 2, 3 refer to the channel number in RGB or YUV images.

The difference between a pixel’s current measurement Zt and the mean µh of Gaus-

sian h are calculated to compare with the the variance σh of the Gaussian. If the dif-
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ference satisfies the following equation, then the pixel is labeled as background pixel.

||Zt − µh|| < kσh (2.15)

where k is set as 2 or 3; σh is a vector representing the variance Gaussian distribution

of index h. The parameters of Gaussian h′ would be updated as follows,

α′h ← (1− δ)α′h + δ (2.16)

µ′h ← (1− ρ′n)µ′h + ρ′nZt (2.17)

σ′2h ← (1− ρ′n)σ′2h + ρ′n(Zt − µ′h)>(Zt − µ′h) (2.18)

ρ′n ← δN (Zt|µ′h,σ′h) (2.19)

where δ denotes the adaptation rate. For the other Gaussians h 6= h′, the mean and

variance remain unchanged, but the αh is modified as αh ← (1 − δ)αh. If Eq. (2.15)

fails for all Gaussians, the pixel is labeled as foreground and the parameters of the

Gaussian with the small weight αh is substituted by

αh ← δ, µh ← Zt, σ
2
h ← σ̄2

where σ̄2 is an initial high variance.

Many methods have been proposed to improve the GMM-based background sub-

traction. For instance, Zivkovic and Van Der Heijden [120] developed an adaptive G-

MM to select suitable number if Guassians for each pixel. Chen et. al. [121] combined

the GMM with a contrast histogram to get a hierarchical and block-based background

subtraction method. Yi et al. [122] used the mixture of dual-mode Gaussians to model

background, and it prevented the background model from being contaminated by the

foreground.

Principle Component Pursuit: The principle component pursuit (PCP) method has

been widely used for background subtraction in detecting moving object in videos

these years [123]. This method are proposed mainly based on two assumptions: a)

the background image sequence contain many duplicate information which means the
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background image sequence can be expressed by a low-rank matrix B whose columns

are the background of each frame. b) The foreground parts can be approximated by a

sparse matrix F. Based on these assumptions, the problem can be then formulated as

a minimization problem as follow,

min
B,F
||B||∗ + λ||F||1 w.r.t. X = B + F (2.20)

where X = [x1,x2, · · · ,xn] ∈ Rp×n is an input image sequence of n frames and each

xi ∈ Rp denotes the i-th frame with p pixels; ||B||∗ represents the nuclear norm (sum

of the singular values of B), ||F||1 stands for the l1-norm (sum of the absolute values

of all the entries in F), and λ = 1/
√
max(p, n).

Lots of methods have been proposed based on above framework to solve motion

detection problems [124]–[126]. However, the original PCP method only work well

when the camera is stationary. If the camera moves in a dynamic environment, the

matrix B is no longer low-rank. To deal with this issue, a transformation matrix τ is

applied to the matrix X for global motion compensation. In order to find B, F and τ ,

Eq. (2.20) is revised as follow

min
B,F,τ

||X◦τ −B− F||F + λ||F||1 w.r.t. X◦τ = B + F (2.21)

where || · ||F is the Frobenius norm. Along this idea, some methods have been pro-

posed to improve the performances of motion detection. For example, Zhou et al. [127]

considered the contiguity of moving regions in the formulation to improve the perfor-

mance; Chen et al. [128] applied a spatio-temporal coherency of consecutive frames to

modify the optimization formula; Ebadi et al. [129] adopted the block sparse structure

of the pixels corresponding to the moving objects in their formulation.

2.2.3 Temporal Differencing

Temporal differencing is a traditional method that detects moving objects by cal-

culating the pixel-wise difference of two consecutive image frames [130], [131]. That

is expressed by the following equation:
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D(x, y, t) = |I(x, y, t)− I(x, y, t− 1)| (2.22)

where I(x, y, t) denotes the input image at frames t; D(x, y, t) represents the absolute

difference between I(x, y, t) and I(x, y, t − 1). Then the moving part of the image

frames can be roughly determined by using a suitable threshold.

One thing we should note is that temporal differencing is suitable for motion de-

tection in stationary background. An image registration should be applied before d-

ifferencing if there is background motion. That is, detecting corner points first and

matching corresponding points in consecutive frames for image alignment. Then the

movement of objects can be detected by image differencing [132]. A sample of tem-

poral differencing has been shown in Fig. 2.14. Two motion blobs are generated by

temporal differencing due to the object moving. A hole without luminance chang-

ing would be generated in each blob which is called ghosting effect [131]. The method

could be modified by considering three consecutive image frames rather than two. That

is calculating difference between frame t and t− 1 and the difference between frame t

and t+1. Then using the minimum of these two differencing image [133]. The process

can be expressed by

D(x, y) = min(|I(x, y, t)− I(x, y, t− 1)|, |I(x, y, t)− I(x, y, t+ 1)|). (2.23)

Further, to suppress noise caused by an imprecise image registration or comes from

the image itself, a small neighborhood could be adopted in three consecutive image

differencing [134]. That is

D(x, y) = min
i,j∈N

(|I(x, y, t)− I(xi, yj, t− 1)|, |I(x, y, t)− I(xi, yj, t+ 1)|). (2.24)

where N is a small neighborhood around pixel (x, y).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 2.14: Original images: (a) the 1st frame I(x, y, t − 1), (b) the 2nd frame
I(x, y, t), and (c) the 3rd frame I(x, y, t + 1). Results of two-frame differencing:
(d) |I(x, y, t) − I(x, y, t − 1)|, (e) |I(x, y, t + 1) − I(x, y, t)|. This figure is adapted
from [16].

2.2.4 Time-of-Travel

Group of Marseille developed time-of-travel algorithms since the 80’s [87], [135],

[136]. The time-of-travel methods compute the time delay ∆t that signals pass be-

tween two adjacent photoreceptors. Then the image motion angular velocity can be

estimated by ω = ∆φ/∆t, where ∆φ is the angular displacement between two adja-

cent photoreceptors.

A local motion sensor (LMS) can measure an angular velocity range from 50 to

350◦/s. More LMSs could increase the range and the accuracy of the estimation [30].

Sampling rate also has a influence of the angular velocity estimation [17]. According

to the difference of finding the time delay ∆t, there are two methods for estimation

of angular velocity, relying either on thresholding or on cross-correlation of adjacent

bandpass-filtered visual signals.

Time-of-Travel Based on Signal Thresholding:

This algorithm uses a selected threshold to measure the time-of-travel ∆t [17].

When a band-pass filtered signal passes a photoreceptor and reaches the given thresh-
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3.2. Time-of-Travel Based on Signals’ Cross-Correlation

This algorithm was inspired by the correlation-based models [40,41] and is based on signals’
cross-correlation (Figure 3c), as presented in [26]. First, the pixels’ output signals are digitally filtered
with the same band-pass filter used in the thresholding algorithm (see Section 3.1). Then, one of the
two signals in each pair of adjacent pixels is delayed by several time delays ∆ti, and the Pearson
cross-correlation coefficients $i are computed between the delayed (Vph2 in Figure 3c) and non-delayed
signals (Vph1 in Figure 3c) within a fixed time window Tw. Lastly, the time delay ∆tm giving the
maximum coefficient $m is obtained and used to compute the OF using Equation (1) as long as $m is
greater than a given threshold $thr. This threshold on the cross-correlation coefficients was set at 0.99
to avoid OF measurement errors due to signals mismatching [26].

The size of the fixed time window Tw is one of the key parameters and requires being tuned as
function of the signals’ bandwidth in order to have reliable cross-correlation coefficients ($i). Since the
signals’ bandwidth is given by the band-pass filter (i.e. 3–30 Hz; see Section 3.1), Tw was fixed here
at a value of Tw = 0.14 s so that 3 ≤ 1

Tw
≤ 30. The cross-correlation time window was also defined

Figure 2.15: Illustration of the time-of-travel method [17]. (a) Optics structure of
a local motion sensor (LMS). (b) Principle of the signal thresholding based time-of-
travel method. Time delay ∆t is estimated when both signals reach a given threshold.
(c) Time-of-travel based on signal cross-correlation uses maximum coefficient between
the delayed and non-delayed signals to estimate the ∆t.

old, a counter is started. And it is stopped when the second photoreceptor receives the

same threshold signal. By counting the number of sample separations it takes that both

photoreceptors get the same level of signal value, the time-of-travel is measured and

the angular velocity is then computed.

Time-of-Travel Based on Signal Cross-correlation:

This method is inspired by the correlation model [137] and is based on signals’

cross-correlation as shown in Fig. 2.15. One of the band-pass filtered signal is delayed

by several time delays ∆ti, and then the cross-correlation coefficients can be calculated

between the delayed and non-delayed signals within a fixed time window. At last,

the time delay that corresponds to the maximum coefficient is found and the angular

velocity can be estimated [17].
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2.2.5 HR Correlation

How the visual system we describe above in 2.1.1 detects motions has been re-

searched for a long time. Hassenstein and Richardt proposed an elementary motion

detector (EMD) model to describe how animals sense motion [137]. This HR detector

uses two neighboring viewpoints as a pair to form a detecting unit. The delayed signal

from one input multiplies the signal from another without delay to get a directional

response (Fig. 2.16a). This ensures the motion of preferred direction have a higher

response than non-preferred direction. Another competing model called BL model,

proposed by Barlow and Levick implements the non-preferred direction suppression

instead [138]. BL detector uses signal from one input without delay to divide the in-

put from another delayed arm located on preferred side to get a directional selective

response (Fig. 2.16b). Both models can be implemented in Drosophila’s visual system

since patch-clamp recordings showed a temporal delay for Mi1 regard to Tm3 in ON

pathway and Tm1 with regard to Tm2 in OFF pathway [65]. This also provides the

neural fundamental for delay and correlation mechanism.

Recently, a HR/BL hybrid model called Full T4 model has been proposed based on

the finding that both preferred enhancement and non-preferred suppression is function-

ing in Drosophila’s visual circuits [139]. The motion detector they proposed consists

of three input elements. The delayed signal from left arm multiplies the undelayed

signal from middle arm, and then the product is divided by the delayed signal from

right arm to give the final response (Fig. 2.16c). Circuits connecting T4 or T5 cells

that are anatomically qualified to implement both two mechanisms also give a sup-

port to this hybrid model [5]. According to their simulation, this model structure can

produce a stronger directional selectivity than HR model and BL model. However,

one problem of the models we mentioned above is that they prefer particular temporal

frequency and cause the ambiguity that a response could correspond to two different

speeds. Though they can give a directional response for motion, it’s hard to estimate

the motion speed. So these models can only explain part of the motion detection, while

some of the descending neurons, according to Ibbotson’s records, shows that the re-

sponse grows monotonically as the angular velocity increases [13]. What’s more, the
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Figure 2.16: Contrast of the Motion detectors. (a) In Hassenstein-Reichardt detec-
tor, a delayed signal from left photoreceptor multiplies the signal from right to give a
preferred direction enhancement response. (b) In Barlow-Levick detector, a delayed
signal from right divides the signal from left to suppress null direction response. (c)
A recently proposed Full T4 detector combines both PD enhancement and ND sup-
pression. (d) Proposed angular velocity detecting unit (AVDU) detector combines the
enhancement and suppression with a different structure.

response is largely independent with the spatial frequency of the stimulus, which is

also coincident with the corridor behavior experiments of honeybee [97].

Due to the limited computation resources provided by the tiny insect brain, tradi-

tional computer vision methods, such as differential techniques, feature detection and

matching, deep learning approaches are restricted here in explaining insects’ visual

motion detections [140], [141]. Biological models usually correlate the light inten-

sities of neighboring photoreceptors using temporal filters rather than calculate the

spatial or temporal gradient of images [142]. Hassenstein and Reichardt [137] have

proposed the first correlation motion detector, HR detector, which uses the tempo-

ral delay signal from a left arm to multiply a non-delayed signal from a right arm to

detect motion. In a modified version, the HR-balanced detector has been proposed
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which, consists of two mirror-symmetrical subunits in conjunction with a balance pa-

rameter [143]. The HR-detector based angular velocity sensor [27] has been success-

fully used in enabling flight control tasks in enabling flight control tasks in visually

guided aircraft by Franceschini and Ruffier [144] [43]. However, both the HR model

and the HR-balanced model are tuned for a particular temporal frequency (number of

gratings passed over the photoreceptor per second) rather than angular velocity [143].

Therefore, the output of their sensors show a large variance when flights tested against

patterned ground [27].

R-HR Model: There are several HR detector based angular velocity estimation

models have been proposed. Rabinina and Philippides [18] have built a model, we

call it R-HR model for simplicity, for visual detection of angular velocity for bees.

The model structure has been given in Fig. 2.17. When a rapid image motion moves

over a receptor, it produces an excitatory spike. The neighboring receptor show similar

response when the signal moves to its visual field after a short period. The faster the

motion edge passes, the longer the two excitatory response curves overlap. Therefore,

the R-HR model uses the multiplication of these two excitatory responses over time

to estimate the angular velocity. At the same time, the model use a separate channel

which fully depends on temporal frequency as the dominator to get an angular velocity

tunned response. However, the spatial independence weakens as the motion speed

increases.

C-HR Model: Based on the numerical analysis, Zanker et al. [143] suggest that

the ratio of outputs from two HR-balanced detectors can produce a response tuned for

angular velocity. Following this idea, Cope et al. [25] have proposed a model, C-HR

model, for estimating angular velocity using the ratio of two HR-balanced detectors

with different temporal delays. The model structure is shown in Fig, 2.17. Each single

detector unit contains a partial balanced HR detector. The detectors are replicated in a

retinotopic manner to represent the receptors of the visual field. The responses of these

detectors are averaged to get a response for the angular velocity of the image motion

in retina. A lower bound has been set on the value of the denominator HR detector

response to avoid division by zero. What’s more, the parameters of the C-HR model
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are determined by fitting neural responses of descending neurons recorded by Ibbotson

[13]. The average response of the model shows a clear angular velocity tunning that

is largely independent of spatial frequency or contrast of the moving gratings, except

when the angular velocity is very low (less than 50 ◦/s) and high (more than 600 ◦/s).

a b

Figure 2.17: Model structures of the R-HR model [18] and the C-HR model [19]. (a)
The basic motion detector of the R-HR model uses three photoreceptors A, B, C, as
visual inputs to estimate angular velocity. The signals are first differentiated over time
to extract motion information. The signals from left and middle inputs are multiplied
as a HR detector. The signal from right input functions as a channel fully dependent
on temporal frequency. The final response is the ratio of two pathways. (b) The C-HR
model uses the ratio of two HR detectors with two delay parameters τ1 and τ2. The
model structure is inspired by the insect visual system layer by layer.

The main difference is that R-HR uses three photoreceptor inputs to tune a velocity-

tuned response by using the ratio of the traditional EMD response and a separate con-

trast path; while C-HR use the ratio of responses from two EMDs with different delay

parameters. The two models [18], [25] both use the ratios of two channels to tune a

response for angular velocity. This approach may cause a problem in the form of high

outputs when the denominator is very small. It is also one of the reasons why their

models do not perform well when the angular velocity of the moving grating is low

or high. This limitation has inspired us to build a model which avoids using the ratio

of two channels, but which combines the spatial and temporal information from the

moving gratings, based on the assumption that there are mechanisms which combine
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both environmental texture and optic flow information in insect brains [60], [145].

Since insect compound eyes normally have thousands of ommatidia and a much

higher temporal resolution than human eyes, it is possible to obtain textural informa-

tion from wide-field neurons and temporal frequency information from a wide-field

spatially distributed HR-balanced detectors. We find that under a biologically high

sampling rate, the temporal frequency of grating movement can be approximated by

a nonlinear function when it is less than 50 Hz. Building on this idea, a new angular

velocity detecting model could be designed and further be used to reproduce visually

guided flight behaviors of honeybees [146].

2.3 Visually Guided Flight Behaviors

2.3.1 Tunnel Centering

When bees fly through a tunnel, it tends to fly along the central path of the tunnel,

balancing the distance to both walls. However, unlike vertebrates, the compound eyes

of insects only have immobile ommatidia with fixed-focuses. Therefore, it is hard

for them to infer the distance from stereo vision method like human eyes, which may

estimate distances from the extent to which the gaze must converge, or by the power

that is used to focus on the object. Further, the most of insects have eyes that are

positioned much closer than human eyes, which means binocular stereopsis only works

for a few centimeters [147]. Thus, insects have evolved alternative visual strategies for

distance estimation which rely on image motion cues.

In tunnel centering experiments, bees tend to fly along the central path [20]. Since

it is hard for them to measure the distance directly. One possibility way is that they

simply balances the speeds of image motion on the two eyes, as they fly through a

patterned tunnel. To investigate this possibility, Kirchner and Srinivasan [20] trained

bees to fly through a tunnel which offered a reward of sugar solution at the end. The

walls of the tunnel are covered with vertical gratings of black and white gratings. The

grating on one wall could be moved forward or backward along the tunnel at desired

speeds. The flight trajectories of the bees as they flew through the tunnel had been
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Figure 2.18: Honeybee tunnel centering experiments [20]. (A) Tunnel wall with grat-
ings with a same spatial frequency. (B) One wall of the tunnel moves along the flight
direction. (C) One wall of the tunnel moves along the opposite direction of the flight.
(D) The walls on two side are covered with gratings of different spatial frequencies.
(E) The wall with grating of a higher spatial frequency moves along the flight direc-
tion. (F) The wall with grating of a higher spatial frequency moves along the opposite
direction of the flight.

filmed from above to be researched.

The results of a series of controlled trails of tunnel centering experiments have

been shown in Fig. 2.18. When both wall were stationary, the bees tended to fly along

the central path of the tunnel, i.e., equal distance from two walls (Fig. 2.18A and Fig.

2.18D) regardless of the spatial frequency. When one of the wall moved along the

flight direction, the flight trajectories shifted towards the moving wall to balance the

image motion speed on left eye, regardless of the spatial frequency (Fig. 2.18B and

Fig. 2.18E). When one wall moved along the opposite direction of the flight, thereby

increasing the image motion speed on left eye, the bees tended to change their position

in tunnel away from the moving wall to balance the angular velocities on both eyes

(Fig. 2.18C and Fig. 2.18F).

These observations demonstrate that in tunnel centering experiments, the honey-

bees center themselves by balancing the retinal image motion speeds in both eyes

rather than by balancing the distance to both walls, and that the bee’s visual system

is able to estimate the retinal image motion speed in flights. A lower image motion

speed in one eye caused that the bee moves closer to the wall seen by the eye. A higher

image speed would cause opposite effect. Further, the estimation of the image speed is
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largely irreverent to the spatial frequency of the gratings on walls.

Figure 2.19: Trajectories of honeybee tunnel centering experiments with tunnel width
changing both vertically and horizontally [15], [21]. (a) A picture of a bee flying
through a doubly-tapered tunnel with vertical gratings. (b) Top view of the tunnel to
show the width changing horizontally and the bee’s flight trajectory. (c) Side view
of the tunnel to show the width changing vertically and the bee’s heights during the
centering. (d) The bee’s forward speed during the centering to show that a vertical or
horizontal width decrement would cause the decrement of flight speed.

The properties of visually guided flight speed and height control were investigated

by training honeybees to fly through a tunnel in which the visual cues in the lateral and

ventral visual fields could be varied by changing the patterns on the walls and floor of

the tunnel. The results show that honeybees regulate their flight speed by keeping the

velocity of the image of the environment in their eye constant. The results also show
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that honeybees use visual information from the ground to control their height above

the ground. The findings of this study reveal that the mechanisms of flight speed and

height control in the honeybee are perfectly adapted for extracting information from

a complex visual environment using simple sensors and computations. Consequently,

the techniques of visual guidance that are reported here suggest insect-inspired strate-

gies for the control of aircraft flight.

Investigation of the influence of pattern texture and contrast on flight speed is an

important component of this study, given the current controversy over the nature of the

mechanisms that underlie movement detection. honeybees use optic flow information

to regulate flight speed. In varying environments, flight speed tends to be adjusted so

as to hold the angular velocity of the image that is, the speed of the image on the retina

constant. This finding is in general agreement with the conclusions drawn by David in

relation to the control of flight speed in the fly Drosophila.

Figure 2.20: Trajectories of honeybee tunnel centering experiments for four different
tunnel settings [22]. (a) The flight trajectories lie in the central path of the tunnel when
both entrance and the feeder are placed in center. (b) The trajectories shift to left if the
entrance and feeder are placed on left side. (c) The trajectories shift to right when the
entrance and the feeder are placed on right side. (d) The trajectories shift to right when
the entrance and the feeder are placed on right side and part of the left wall is missing.
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2.3.2 Terrain Following

Terrain following is a common flight behavior that have been found in many insect

species. For example, migrating butterflies have been known to fly over obstacles such

as trees or houses rather than to turn to left or right [148]. What’s more, the migrating

butterflies keep a same distance over the forest canopy as when they fly over a clearing

ground. They change their flight height to follow the undulating terrain. The similar

behavior has been found when they fly through narrow canyons. They descend to

maintain the original level above the bottom [149].

However, according to the previous chapters, it’ hard for insects to estimate dis-

tance to object directly through their compound eyes. The ability of retinal image

angular velocity estimation plays an important role in their terrain following. Similar

visual strategy like visual tunnel centering has been evolved to guide terrain following

behaviors.

By keeping the retinal image motion angular velocity constant, insects might nei-

ther measure its flight speed nor flight height to following the undulating terrain well.

This visual flight strategy benefits insects’ flight in two ways. First, it reduces the

computational effort to estimate its flight speed. Second, it does not require stereo vi-

sion method to estimate the flight height. By regulating to a constant angular velocity,

insects could fly over a patterned terrain safely.

Same flight strategy might applied in honeybees’ wall following behaviors. In a

tunnel centering experiment (see Fig. 2.20), honeybees are trained to fly through a

large tunnel with a width of 95 cm [22]. When one wall of the tunnel is missing, bees

would fly along one wall rather than centering as previously. This implies bees using

the strategy of maintain angular velocity constant on one eye rather than balancing the

angular velocity on both eyes since there is no visual cue on one of the compound eyes.

Similar visual strategy can also be implied in MAV’s flight control. Flying at a

low height above the undulating ground is important in many application scenarios in-

cluding close-up photographic exploration of terrain. The estimation of image motion

technique could reduce the computational burden to estimate flight height or works

efficiently as a substitution when the light radar or ultrasound sensor lose accuracy in
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forests terrain. What’s more, by using regulation of angular velocity method, only a

small, inexpensive and low-resolution camera is required on board. This approach is

attractive especially for MAV’s terrain following.

2.3.3 Grazing Landing

How does a bee execute a smooth touchdown on a surface? An approach that is

perpendicular to the surface would generate strong looming (image expansion) cues

that could, in principle, be used to decelerate flight at the appropriate moment. Indeed,

work by Wagner and Borst and Bahde has shown that deceleration and extension of the

legs in preparation for landing are triggered by movement-detecting mechanisms that

sense the expansion of the image. Looming cues are weak, however, when a bee per-

forms a grazing landing on a surface. By grazing landings we mean landings whose

trajectories are inclined to the surface at an angle that is considerably less than 45 de-

grees. In such landings, the motion of the image of the surface would be dominated

by a strong translational component in the front-to-back direction in the ventral visual

field of the eye.

To investigate how bees execute grazing landings, Srinivasan and co-workers trained

bees to collect a reward of sugar water on a textured, horizontal surface. The reward

was then removed, and the landings that the bees made on the surface in search of the

food were video-filmed in three dimensions. Analysis of the landing trajectories re-

vealed that the flight speed of the bee decreases steadily as she approaches the surface.

In fact, both the forward speed and the descent speed are approximately proportional

to the height above the surface, indicating that the bee is holding the angular velocity

of the image of the surface approximately constant as the surface is approached. This

strategy automatically ensures that both the forward and the descent speeds are close

to zero at touchdown. Thus a smooth landing is achieved by an elegant and surprising-

ly simple process that does not require explicit knowledge of the bees instantaneous

speed or height. Interestingly, landing bees hold the image velocity of the ground

constant at 300 ◦/s, a figure that is very similar to the image speed that they strive

to maintain whilst cruising. Thus cruising and landing may be guided by the same
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Figure 2.21: Variation of height above the surface with horizontal distance traveled
for four different landing trajectories. The solid curve show least-squares fit of linear
functions [23].

movement-detecting system. During cruise the bee flies horizontally (i.e., aims at the

horizon), keeps its thrust constant, and holds the image speed of the ground constant,

thus ensuring flight at a constant height above the ground. During landing, on the other

hand, the bee aims at a specific point on the ground and adjusts the speed of its flight so

as to keep the image velocity of the ground constant, thus ensuring a smooth landing.

Just prior to landing, bees come to a hover 14-15 mm from the surface, a distance

just barely outside the reach of the extended legs when the surface is beneath them,

and then make the final touchdown [24]. The distance from the surface at which this

hover occurs is remarkably constant regardless of whether the surface is oriented hor-

izontally (as in the ground) or vertically (as in a wall) or is inverted (as in a ceiling).

The hover appears to be controlled visually, although it is not clear what visual cues

are used to estimate the distance to the surface. Prior to touchdown, the antennae tend

to be oriented nearly perpendicular to the surface, for a large range of surface ori-
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Figure 2.22: Variation of height with time for four different landing trajectories. The
inter-frame interval is 40 ms. The solid curve show least-squares fit of exponential
functions [23].

entations. This again appears to be achieved through vision, although it is not clear

what visual cues are used to assess the tilt of the surface. On steep surfaces (vertical

through inverted), the final touchdown maneuver appears to be initiated when the tip-

s of the antennae make mechanical contact with the surface. Early contact with the

surface is ensured by pointing the antennae perpendicular to the surface, under visu-

al control. Thus touchdown, in general, is mediated by visual as well as tactile cues.

Bees approaching flowers also use vision to direct their antennae toward biologically

important parts of the flower, such as the anthers or the nectar guides, presumably to

optimize antenna contact as well as olfactory sensing.

The results reveal that (1) landing bees approach the surface at a relatively shallow

descent angle; (2) they tend to hold the angular velocity of the image of the surface

constant as they approach it; and (3) the instantaneous speed of descent is proportional

to the instantaneous forward speed. These characteristics reflect a surprisingly simple
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265Honeybee landing: the final moments

the rest of this paper the term ‘hover’ refers to the final, stable hover
phase.

Fig.4 shows digitized trajectories of the approach to a platform
tilted at 40deg. (Fig.4A) and at 100deg. (Fig.4D). Although the
initial quasi-hover phase is quite variable in terms of approach
direction and duration, the final, stable hover phase (depicted in
red) is much more constant and reproducible. The variation of flight
speed during these two approaches is shown in Fig.4B and E,
respectively. In each case, the flight speed decreases progressively

during the quasi-hover phase and drops to a minimum value that
characterizes the stable hover phase, depicted by the grey region.
During the hover phase the perpendicular distance of the head to
the platform (measured as the antennal base perpendicular distance;
see Fig.2G) is held more or less constant, at a value of 10–15mm,
as shown by the examples in Fig.4C and E. At the end of the stable
hover phase the bee briefly increases its speed toward the surface
to complete the landing (Fig.4B,E). The duration of the stable hover
phase depends upon the tilt of the platform, ranging from

A

C

B Fig.3. Superimposed frames from high speed video recordings
showing typical landing manoeuvres of a honeybee during the
stable hover phase, immediately prior to extension of the legs
and touchdown. (A)Horizontal platform (0deg. tilt), (B) sloping
platform (50deg. tilt), and (C) inverted platform (180deg. tilt). In
each sequence the individual frames are not separated by a
constant time interval, but have been selected to depict significant
phases in the course of approach and touchdown.
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Fig.4. Example of an approach to a
40deg. platform (A) and to a 100deg.
platform (D). In each case the circles
denote head positions and the lines,
body orientations, digitized every
12.5ms. The red symbols represent
the stable hover phase. (B,E)The
variation of flight speed with time, as
measured by tracking the head. Stable
hover is characterized by the period
during which the flight speed is lowest,
as shown by the grey bars and the red
symbols. (C,F)The variation of the
head-to-platform distance (measured
as shown in Fig.2G) as a function of
time. This distance is held more or less
constant during the hover phase, as
shown by the grey bars and the red
symbols.

THE JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGYFigure 2.23: Landing trajectories on two platforms with different landing angles. Both
trajectories show a clear hover stage (red dots) before finally contacting the surface
[24].

and effective strategy for achieving a smooth grazing landing, by which the forward

and descent speeds are automatically reduced as the surface is approached and are both

close to zero at touchdown. No explicit knowledge of flight speed or height above the

ground is necessary. A model of the control scheme is developed and its predictions

are verified. It is also shown that, during landing, the bee decelerates continuously

and in such a way as to keep the projected time to touchdown constant as the surface is

approached. The feasibility of this landing strategy is demonstrated by implementation

in a robotic gantry equipped with vision.
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2.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed previous researches on the insect’s visual systems

to illustrate the source of inspiration. We have shown the basic structure of the optical

lobe and given details of three types of motion detection related neurons, looming

sensitive neurons, wide-filed motion sensitive neurons and descending neurons. We

have also reviewed previous models on these visual neurons to show some fundamental

knowledge of visual neuron modeling.

We have presented several traditional methods for image motion detection, optical

flow, background subtraction and temporal differencing. These methods work well by

using physical characteristics including shape, texture and spatial coherency. However,

computation burden might restrict these methods for explaining insect’s visual flight

behaviors. Due to limited computation resources of the tiny insect brain, biological

models we reviewed usually correlate light intensities of neighboring photoreceptors.

The classical elementary motion detector (EMD) and its variants have been given.

Further, two models which adopt the EMD as basic motion detector for image motion

speed estimation have been reviewed. These two models use the ratio of two channels

to tune a monotonous response for image motion angular velocity. However, the spatial

independence gets weaker as the image speed gets a low or high value.

In addition, the insect’s flight behavioral experiments including tunnel centering,

terrain following and smooth landing has been reviewed. The visual flight strategy

of constant angular velocity plays an important role in these behaviors. This further

indicates the significance of modeling the visual mechanism of the estimation and

regulation of image motion angular velocity.

The following chapters focus on building an angular velocity decoding model to

provide robust and economic solutions of image motion speed estimation for an artifi-

cial visual system. The proposed model is inspired by the neural structure of the insect

visual systems and try to satisfy the spatial and contrast independence requirements

for explaining the flight behaviors that have been reviewed.
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Chapter 3

AVDM – Angular Velocity Decoding

Model

Biological experiments discussed in previous chapter indicate that insects like hon-

eybees and flies have the ability of estimating retinal image motion speed. They have

evolved a motion control system based on the angular velocity tuned responses. To

explain their angular velocity detecting ability, we will propose an angular velocity

decoding model in this chapter and verify its effectiveness and robustness in angular

velocity estimation.

3.1 Formulation of the Model

Inspired by the visual system of honeybees and flies layer by layer, the model

contains three parts: the texture estimation pathway for extracting spatial information,

the motion detection pathway for extracting temporal information, and the decoding

layer for estimating angular velocity. The structure of the proposed model is shown in

Fig. 3.1. The spatial frequency and image contrast information are estimated by the

texture estimation part, and the motion information is processed by motion detectors.

The angular velocity is then decoded by combining both sets of information. The

details of each layer are given below.
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Figure 3.1: The structure of the proposed Angular Velocity Decoding Model. The
visual information of grating movement is received by the ommatidia. The textural
information and the motion information across the whole vision field are combined in
the angular velocity decoding layer.

3.1.1 Texture Estimation Pathway

The simulated input signals received by the retina are first processed by the texture

estimation pathway where the image contrast and the spatial frequency of the grating

are estimated by the light intensities at different locations. This is based on a hypothesis

that insects sense the complexity of textures. This is especially the case for honeybees,

which can discriminate patterns by visual cues including edge orientation, size, and

disruption [150]. This indicates that the assumption is reasonable. Tunnel experiments

also indicate that honeybees can distinguish the contrast on the wall at levels as low

as 3%, and that flight speed in a tunnel is little affected by contrast, provided that

the contrast is larger than 3% [151], [152]. One possible neural mechanism involves

estimating the contrast and eliminating its effect in the final response by the estimated

value. Following this idea, the texture estimation pathway is proposed to establish the

image contrast and spatial frequency using simple computations.

Following the setting that every ommatidium covers 2◦ (ϕ) view [99], with 60

vertical (M) by 66 horizontal (N) receptors per eye covering the view of 120◦ by 132◦,

we can estimate the image contrast Ĉ and the spatial period λ̂ of the gratings according
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to the light intensities across the visual field. First the image contrast is estimated

dynamically by the highest and lowest intensities, that is

Ĉ(t) =
Imax(t)− Imin(t)

Imax(t) + Imin(t)
. (3.1)

The input image is then transferred into a binary image IB(t) with the intensity

threshold Ithre(t) = (Imax(t) − Imin(t))/2. Each element of the image intensities is

changed to 1 if its value is larger than the threshold, and the value is changed to 0 if

its value is equal to or lower than the threshold. The spatial period is estimated by

counting the number of boundary lines of the binary image within the whole visual

field, which can be expressed as

λ̂(t) =
2MNϕ∫∫

|IB(x, y + 1, t)− IB(x, y, t)|dxdy . (3.2)

This method works well for sine-wave and square-wave gratings in our simula-

tions. For more complex and detailed background, the method can also indicate the

complexity of the textured background to some extent.

3.1.2 Motion Detection Pathway

1) Ommatidia: We denote I(x, y, t) ∈ R3 as the input image sequences, where x,

y, t are spatial and temporal positions. The visual information is first processed in the

retina where the light intensities are captured and smoothed by ommatidia which can

be simulated using a Gaussian spatial filter [153]. The output is given by

P (x, y, t) =

∫∫
I(x− u, y − v, t)G(u, v)dudv (3.3)

where G(u,v) is a Gaussian kernel defined as

G(u, v) =
1

2πσ2
exp(−u

2 + v2

2σ2
). (3.4)

2) Lamina Layer: To facilitate motion detection, the visual system of honeybees

is more sensitive to changes in intensity than to absolute intensity. Therefore, in our

model the input image frames are processed by the lamina layer where the light in-
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tensity changes are computed to obtain primary visual motion information [31]. Each

photoreceptor computes the luminance change as follows:

L(x, y, t) =

∫
P (x, y, t− u)H1(u)du+

∫
L(x, y, t− u)H2(u)du (3.5)

where L(x, y, t) corresponds to the luminance change of pixel (x,y) at time t. H1(u) is

a temporal filter defined as the subtraction of two impulse functions H1(u) = δ(u) −

δ(u− τ), where impulse function is

δ(u) =

 +∞ u = 0,

0 u 6= 0.

H2(u) donates the temporal filter representing the persistence of the luminance change

which is

H2(u) = (1 + eµu)−1. (3.6)

3) ON and OFF Layer: Inspired by the visual system in the fly [75], the luminance

changes are separated into two pathways: the ON and the OFF pathways. Specifically,

the ON pathway deals with light intensity increments; whilst the OFF pathway pro-

cesses brightness decrements [154]. Denoting f+ = max(0, f) and f− = min(0, f),

then we can express the outputs of the cells in ON and OFF pathways as L+(x, y, t)

and L−(x, y, t) respectively. Having two parallel processing pathways ensures that

honeybees navigate efficiently in a complex environment. We adopt these pathways in

our model ti increase the robustness in visual motion detection.

4) Delay-and-correlation Layer: DenotingD+(x, y, t), D−(x, y, t) as the outputs

of the ON and the OFF detectors and τ as the temporal delay in HR-balanced detectors,

we have the following expression according to the structure of motion detectors in Fig.

3.1, where each pairwise neighboring ON/OFF cells correlate with each other as:

D+(x, y, t) = L+(x, y, t− τ) · L+(x, y + 1, t)− αL+(x, y, t) · L+(x, y + 1, t− τ)

D−(x, y, t) = L−(x, y, t− τ) · L−(x, y + 1, t)− αL−(x, y, t) · L−(x, y + 1, t− τ)
(3.7)
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where α is chosen as 0.25 to form a partial balanced model [143]. If the sample rate is

sp, then the temporal delay between frames can be expressed as

τ = 1/sp. (3.8)

3.1.3 Angular Velocity Decoding Layer

A honeybee’s compound eyes contain thousands of ommatidia, each of which has

its own angular orientation and acceptance angle [155]. In our model, there are many

parallel detectors corresponding to all the visual columns. However, due to their vari-

ous spatial positions, their responses differ slightly. We assume that different detectors

make diverse contributions towards the final response according to their spatial posi-

tions. We use a weight matrix to compensate for these differences. The outputs of all

ON and OFF detectors are combined to obtain a responseR(ω, λ, t) which encodes the

temporal frequency:

R(ω, λ, t) =
1

2

∫ t

t−ξ

∫∫
w(x, y)× [D+(x, y, t) +D−(x, y, t)]dxdydt (3.9)

where w(x, y) is a weight matrix simulating the honeybee’s perspective, which is de-

fined below:

w(x, y) =
1

cos θx,y + 1
. (3.10)

where θx,y ∈ (0, π/2) represents the view angle of the pixel biased from center.

However, it is hard to derive angular velocity directly from (3.3). Therefore, we

take one detector initially in order to analyze how the response is affected by the input

signals. If SA, and SB respectively denote the luminance changes of ommatidium A

(left) and B (right), and SDA , S
D
B respectively denote the temporal delayed luminance

changes of A and B, then according to the structure of HR-balanced detector, the re-

sponse of the detector R0 can be expressed as SDA · SB − αSDB · SA, where the overline

means that the response is averaged over a period T to remove fluctuations caused by

an oscillatory input. For simplicity, we assume the image contrast is constant during
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this period. Thus the response of one detector R0 to a moving sinusoidal grating can

be roughly expressed [143] using the following equation:

R0 ≈
C2

2(1 + C)2
[sin(

2π(ϕ+ τω)

λ
)− α sin(

2π(ϕ− τω)

λ
)]. (3.11)

By analyzing how the response R0 changes as ω varies when presented with grat-

ings of different spatial periods, we decode the angular velocity information from the

response R(ω, λ, t) using an approximation method. Though there is an inevitable

fitting error, we can decrease it into an acceptable level if the fitting function is cho-

sen well. One decoding function can be chosen to approximate to the actual angular

velocity:

ω̂(t) = aλ̂b(t)(1 + 1/Ĉ(t))
√
R(ω, λ, t) (3.12)

where ω̂ denotes the decoded angular velocity, Ĉ(t) is the averaged estimated spatial

period, and λ̂(t) is the image contrast over a short time, derived from the texture esti-

mation layer, a is scale parameter and b is used to tune the spatial independence. Here,

a(1 + 1/Ĉ)
√
R can be seen as an estimation of the temporal frequency and has a little

fitting error. The decoding function can then be explained as the ratio of the temporal

frequency to the spatial frequency, which represents angular velocity. Note that Ĉ(t) is

not zero. When Ĉ(t) approaches zero, R goes to zero, thereby preventing the decoded

angular velocity reaching infinity.

3.1.4 Parameter Setting

Parameters of the proposed model and the control scheme are shown in Table 3.1.

Parameter setting is mainly based on the spatial and temporal resolutions of honey-

bees. Other parameters are tuned manually based on empirical knowledge and remain

constant in the following simulations unless stated otherwise.
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Table 3.1: Parameters of the AVDM and the control schemes

Parameter Description Value
ϕ angular separation in Eq. (3.2) 2◦

M,N vertical and horizontal pixel numbers in Eq. (3.2) 60, 66
σ standard deviation in Eq. (3.4) 1.5
µ persistence of luminance change in Eq. (3.6) 1
τ temporal delay in Eq. (3.7) 0.005 s
α balance parameter in Eq. (3.7) 0.25
sp sample rate in Eq. (3.8) 200 Hz
a scale parameter in Eq. (3.12) 100 s−1

b spatial independence parameter in Eq. (3.12) 1
p Lipetz exponent in Eq. (3.15) 1

3.2 Input Signal Simulation

To explain the flight behaviors of honeybees, the spatial and temporal resolutions of

honeybees have been initially investigated to obtain bio-plausible parameter settings.

The ommatidia of their bilateral compound eyes are arranged hexagonally, separated

by the interommatidial angle ∆ϕ (approximately 2◦, but they vary in different region-

s [99]) and each ommatidium corresponds to a visual column with an acceptance angle

∆ρ (approximately 2.5◦ [100]), as shown in Fig. 2.10. As for temporal resolution, the

critical fusion frequency (beyond which honeybees show no response to the flickering

light source in an electroretinogram test) is 165-300 Hz [102]. However, behavioral

experiments indicate that honeybees can detect light fluctuations only when the stim-

uli are moving at temporal frequencies of less than 200 Hz [156]. Therefore, we set

the sampling rate as 200 Hz, in accordance with the high temporal frequency image

processing capability of the honeybee. Our proposed model is designed to deal with

this high rate of data sampling. The performance in estimating angular velocity is

improved by using such a high sampling rate.

The input signals are simulated using two-dimensional image sequences of sinu-

soidal gratings moving across the field of view. If λ and ω are the spatial period and the

angular velocity of the grating movements respectively, then the temporal frequency

and angular frequency can be computed as ω/λ and 2πω/λ. Supposing the angular

separation between pixels is ϕ (set to 2◦ in accordance with the honeybee’s spatial

resolution), the input images can be expressed as follows:
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I(x, y, t) = (sin(2πω/λ(t− ϕ(y − 1)/ω)) + 1/Ct)/(1/Ct + 1) (3.13)

where (x,y) denotes the location of the ommatidium, t indicates the time and Ct ∈

(ξ, 1] is a parameter for tuning the contrast of the gratings. Regarding our moving

grating setting, Ct happens to be the image contrast at time t under Michelson contrast

definition:

Imax(t)− Imin(t)

Imax(t) + Imin(t)
=

2Ct

1+Ct

2− 2Ct

Ct+1

= Ct (3.14)

where the Imax(t) and Imin(t) (Imax(t), Imin(t) ≥ 0) indicate the highest and the low-

est light intensities of the input signal at time t. For simplicity, we set the contrast of

the grating as 1, except when considering the contrast invariance of the model.

3.3 Results and Discussions

To inspect the spatial frequency independence of the proposed model, sinusoidal

gratings of a wide range of spatial periods (12◦ to 72◦) are chosen as the visual inputs.

The results of estimated angular velocities are shown in Fig. 3.2. The proposed mod-

el decodes the angular velocity well with little variances, except when dealing with a

narrow grating (12◦) that moves at a high angular velocity (larger than 700◦/s). Hon-

eybees tend to maintain a constant angular velocity about 300◦/s [157], around which

our proposed AVDM fits well and represents a large spatial independence. Here we

use adjusted R-squared value, a statistical indicator which quantifies how well the data

points fit the ground truth line, to evaluate the decoding errors. The adjusted R-squared

values for different spatial periods are provide in Table 3.2. As can be seen, most of the

decoding curves estimate the angular velocity well since the adjusted R-squared val-

ues are close to 1. This means the AVDM performs in a stable manner and estimates

the angular velocity against a wide range of spatial periods, explaining how honeybees

navigate well in a cluttered environment.

In order to demonstrate the improved spatial independence of the AVDM com-
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Figure 3.2: The angular velocity decoding results. The estimated angular velocity
curves under different angular velocities when tested by moving gratings of different
spatial periods (12◦, 19◦, 38◦, 54◦ and 72◦), demonstrating the spatial frequency inde-
pendence of the model.

Table 3.2: The adjusted R-squared values of angular velocity decoding curves of dif-
ferent spatial periods.

Spatial Period 12◦ 19◦ 38◦ 54◦ 72◦

Adjusted-R2 0.8685 0.9962 0.9995 0.9981 0.9974

pared with the state-of-the-art angular velocity estimation models, we contrast it with

two other aforementioned detection models, the R-HR model [18] and the C-HR mod-

el [25]. The original results of these models are re-plotted in Fig. 3.3 under the same

metric. The AVDM responses have also been rectified into (0, 1) by a Lipetz trans-

formation [158]. The Lipetz transformation is specified by the following equation to

introduce a saturating nonlinearity:

U = Rp/(Rp +R0), (3.15)

where R is the input response, p is an exponent in (0.5, 1], R0 is a parameter defining

a middle response level.

Here, we introduce a new indicator, Averaged Spatial Independence Deviation,

which uses the standard deviation of the normalized responses when tested by mov-

ing gratings of different spatial periods to show the spatial independence of model
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of normalized responses with two other published models. (a)
The normalized responses of AVDM by a Lipetz transformation. (b) Response curves
of the R-HR model for different spatial periods at various angular velocities [18]. (c)
The normalized responses of C-HR model shows a large spatial independence around
the velocity of 100 ◦/s [25].

responses. The definition of the indicator can be expressed as the following equation:

σav =

√∑n
i=1(ri − r̄)2

n
, (3.16)

where σav is the averaged spatial independence deviation under angular velocity av,

and r̄ is the averaged normalized response of the model at this av. A comparison of

spatial independence from the three models is shown in Fig. 3.4. With the indicator,

the spatial independence of the model responses can now be evaluated at any angular

velocity. In general, our model shows a stronger spatial independence than the other

models. The R-HR model shows a larger response variation when angular velocity in-

creases. The C-HR model performs well at around 100◦/s, but shows a larger deviation

at low (less than 60◦/s) and high (faster than 300◦/s) angular velocities. Compared

with the comparative models, our proposed AVDM performs better to decode angular

velocities in a larger range.

Honeybees can navigate proficiently in a tunnel with a range of contrasting wall

patterns [152]. To evaluate the robustness of the model towards image contrast, we test

the proposed model by moving sinusoidal gratings of different contrasts. The spatial

period of the grating is set as 54 ◦. As can be seen from Fig. 3.5(a), the results show

little variances when the image contrast varies from 1/5 to 3/5. This outperforms pre-
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Figure 3.4: Comparing spatial independence with two other models. The Averaged
Spatial Independence Deviation for three models have been given to show their perfor-
mance at various angular velocities. The proposed AVDM shows lower deviations in a
large range.

vious models, especially when the angular velocity is low or high [25]. The proposed

model processes the texture estimation pathway where the contrast is first estimated,

and the decoding layer where the estimated contrast is used, to decode the angular

velocity. The angular velocity is estimated accurately despite the contrast dynamic-

s of input stimuli, reminiscent of honeybee’s flights through dynamic and cluttered

environments.

To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed model to noise, we perform a test

in which we incorporate differing levels of Gaussian white noise into the input signal-

s. The results are shown in Fig. 3.5(b). The estimated image velocity curves show

little variances when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is larger than 35 dB. The results

demonstrate the reliability of the AVDM when being implemented into small robots

since normal cameras usually have a SNR of 50 dB or higher.

3.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the formulation of the proposed AVDM has been given to show

the model structure and visual signal processing. The model performance on moving
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Figure 3.5: Robustness of the proposed AVDM against contrast and noise. (a) The
proposed model is tested by the moving sinusoidal gratings of 54◦ spatial period and
the image contrasts are set as 1/5, 1/3, 1/2 and 3/5. (b) The proposed model is tested by
the moving sinusoidal gratings of 54◦ spatial period and the SNR of the input gratings
are set as 35 dB, 45 dB and 55 dB. The result of the input without noise is also given
as a reference.

gratings has been tested and the results have been discussed. The comparison with two

previous bioinspired angular velocity estimation models has demonstrated the perfor-

mance of the proposed model. At last, the model robustness over image contrast and

noise level has also been verified.
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Chapter 4

Tunnel Centering With AVDM-based

Control

When bees fly through a tunnel, it tends to fly along the central path of the tunnel,

balancing the distance to both walls. However, unlike vertebrates, the compound eyes

of insects only have immobile ommatidia with fixed-focuses. Therefore, it is hard

for them to infer the distance from stereo vision method like human eyes, which may

estimate distances from the extent to which the gaze must converge, or by the power

that is need to focus on the object. Further, the most of the insects have eyes that are

positioned much closer than human eyes, which means binocular stereopsis only works

for a few centimeters [147]. Thus, insects have evolved alternative visual strategies for

distance estimation which rely on image motion cues. Honeybees are found to estimate

the retinal image angular velocities on both eyes in tunnel centering experiments. By

balancing the angular velocities on two side, they navigate through the tunnel safely

in various conditions [98]. The angular velocity balancing strategy has been applied

in robot tunnel centering scenarios [15], [159]. But the method they use to estimate

angular velocity normally request large computations. In this chapter, we will apply

our proposed bio-plausible AVDM into a close-loop control scheme for reproducing

various tunnel centering behaviors.
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camera

Still Wall

Moving Wall

Figure 4.1: Honeybee tunnel centering experiments with patterned walls [20]. One
wall can be moved forward or backward to test if bees would change their centering
positions.

4.1 Flight Strategy for Tunnel Centering

In tunnel centering experiments, bees tend to fly along the central path [20]. Since

it is hard for them to measure the distance directly. One possibility way is that they

simply balances the speeds of image motion on the two eyes, as they fly through the

patterned tunnel.

To investigate this possibility, Kirchner and Srinivasan [20] trained bees to fly

through a tunnel of which has a reward of sugar solution at the end. The walls of

the tunnel are covered with vertical gratings of black and white bars, as shown in Fig.

4.1. The grating on one wall could be moved forward or backward along the tunnel at

desired speeds. The flight trajectories of the bees as they flew through the tunnel had

been filmed from above to be researched.

The results show that when both walls, with same spatial frequency pattern, stay

stationary, the trained bees fly through the tunnel along the central path safely. The tra-

jectories show little difference even when different spatial frequencies apply on walls

as long as the wall stay unmoved. When one wall moves along the flight direction,

the flight trajectories shift to the moving wall. When the wall moves in the opposite

direction, the flight trajectories shift to another wall.

These observations demonstrate that in tunnel centering experiments, the honey-
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bees center themselves by balancing the retinal image motion speeds in both eyes

rather than by balancing the distance to both walls, and that the bee’s visual system

is able to estimate the retinal image motion speed in flights. A lower image motion

speed in one eye caused the bee to mover closer to the wall seen by the eye. A higher

image speed would cause opposite effect. Further, the estimation of the image speed is

largely irreverent to the spatial frequency of the gratings on walls.

Given the aim of the centering behaviors is to ensure the safety of honeybees when

fly through the tunnel, it is easy to understand why the angular speed response is in-

dependent of the spatial frequency. The wall moving experiments illustrate the visual

system is mediated by an angular velocity balancing mechanism irrespective of the

spatial frequency.

A similar strategy has been used by honeybees to regulate their flight speeds. When

a bee flies through a tapered tunnel, it changes its flight speed as the width varies. When

tunnel narrows, the speed decreases, and it increases when tunnel widens. In such a

way, the image motion seen by the eye maintains around 300 ◦/s to ensure the safety

of the centering [37]. An advantage of the constant angular velocity strategy is that the

bee would slow down to a safer speed when navigating a narrow tunnel, and fly faster

in an open environment. This observation indicates that honeybees could estimate

and regulate the angular velocity of the image motion in retina in tunnel centering

behaviors.

The flight strategy has also been applied to tunnel centering robots. An example has

been given in Fig. 4.2. The tunnel centering robot is equipped with a single upward

looking camera which uses mirrors to collect image from both left and right walls.

By computing the image motion speeds on two sides using optical flow method, the

robot perform excellent centering under various conditions. This inspires us to design

a control scheme using the proposed AVDM for tunnel centering scenarios.
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ing the principles of balancing lateral image motion to
steer through the middle of the corridor, and maintaining
a constant image velocity to regulate the speed of loco-
motion (1, 25, 50, 61, 112, 217, 279). Computationally, this
approach is more amenable to real-time implementation
than methods that use stereovision to calculate the dis-
tances to the walls. The design and performance of one of
these robots (279) is shown in Figure 22. The robot is
approximately the size of a small skateboard, with a
single video camera mounted facing upwards (Fig. 22A).
This camera captures views of the side walls (one of each
wall) through a mirror assembly positioned above the
lens. Video information from the camera is transmitted to
a computer, where the image velocities of the two walls,
induced by the motion of the robot, are measured. The
algorithms for measuring image motion are described in
References 230, 231, 237. The computer then issues ap-
propriate steering commands to the robot to ensure that
it stays close to the midline of the tunnel. The tunnel-
following performance of the robot is illustrated by the
examples shown in Figure 22, B–E. In all cases, the robot
follows the axis of the corridor reliably. The presence of
an obstacle next to one of the walls causes the robot to go
through the middle of the gap remaining between the

obstacle and the other wall. Additional control algorithms
have been developed for controlling the speed of the
robot. Speed control is achieved by holding constant the
sum of the image speeds from the two walls (279),
thereby ensuring that the robot automatically slows down
to a safe speed when the corridor narrows. Visual odom-
etry, using the honeybee-inspired principle of integrating
optic flow, has also been implemented successfully in this
robot (279) as well as in automotive vehicles (e.g., Ref.
176).

Thus the strategies used by flying bees to negotiate
narrow gaps, to regulate flight speed, and to estimate
travel distance appear to be feasible for guiding robots
through corridors. The principle of balancing lateral optic
flow to steer through corridors is, of course, equally ap-
plicable to the guidance of airborne vehicles through
gorges, or streets lined with buildings (e.g., Refs. 92, 108)
and for obstacle avoidance (e.g., Ref. 299).

B. Terrain Following Guidance for Aircraft

Flying at a constant, low height above the ground is
important when there is a need to prevent detection by
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of a robotic application of the angular velocity balancing strat-
egy in tunnel centering [26]. A: The front view of the tunnel centering robot. B-E:
Tunnel centering results under various conditions.

4.2 AVDM-based Control Scheme for Tunnel Center-

ing

By utilizing the physics engine of Unity development platform, the AVDM has

been embodied in a virtual honeybee to simulate the bee’s tunnel centering behavior.

A honeybee can center itself in a narrow tunnel by balancing the angular velocities

perceived by both eyes [32]. Following this visual flight strategy, an AVDM-based

control scheme is required to reproduce this behavior. The performance of the model

can then be investigated by checking whether the virtual bee can center itself in a tunnel

in the same way as a real bee.

The control scheme for tunnel centering is described in Fig. 4.3. For simplicity,

the forward flight speed is held constant, and we have focused on centering using
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Figure 4.3: The AVDM-based closed loop control scheme for tunnel centering. The
horizontal position controller is triggered by the difference ε between angular veloci-
ties estimated by left and right eyes. The control scheme references Franceschini and
Franck’s work [27], [28].

only the horizontal position controller, exploiting the difference between the angular

velocities estimated by the AVDM on both eyes. Only the lateral rather than the frontal

visual field is utilized in our simulation. We also assume that the orientation of the

head is roughly parallel to the central path of the tunnel and is seldom affected by the

body movement. Interestingly, honeybees actually achieve this by performing gaze

stabilizations in flight which use the head yaw in advance of the body yaw to cancel

out the orientation rotation [160].

Algorithm 1: Tunnel centering algorithm
Input: initial distance to left wall d0, initial distance to entrance x0, integer

history size m = 10, iteration index i = 1, max iteration number n;
Output: the trajectory of the virtual bee T = ((d0, x0), (d1, x1), ..., (dn, xn))

1 while i < m do
2 Receive Image from left IL(i) and Image from right IR(i);
3 Update di+1 = di, xi+1 = xi + ∆x;

4 end
5 while m ≤ i < n do
6 Receive Image IL(i) and calculate angular velocity ωL(i) using AVDM;
7 Receive Image IR(i) and calculate angular velocity ωR(i) using AVDM;
8 Update di+1 = di + ∆d ∗ Sign(ωL(i)− ωR(i)), xi+1 = xi + ∆x, i = i+1;
9 Discard image frame IL(i−m), IR(i−m) from memory storage;

10 end
11 Return the trajectory T;

Following the scheme, the virtual bee can adjust its position in a tunnel automat-
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ically using visual information only, in real time. The distance to the left wall will

increase if the difference ε is positive and vice versa. With little modifications, the

scheme can be additionally used to simulate the situations when one of the walls is

moving along or against the flight direction. The control algorithm is also given in

Algorithm 1 to summarize the tunnel centering procedure of the proposed scheme.

4.3 Tunnel Centering Simulation Results

4.3.1 Experimental Set-ups

In real tunnel behavioral experiments, honeybees can fly along the central path

of the patterned tunnel even when the walls are covered with gratings of different

spatial frequencies or contrasts [32]. Biologists suggest that honeybees can estimate

the background speed independent of the spatial frequency and contrast, and adjust

their positions by balancing the angular velocity sensed by their two compound eyes.

Therefore, reproducing similar flight behaviors is one of the criteria we can evaluate

to check the model performance in this situation. Lots of corridor experiments on

centering and speed regulation have been performed to demonstrate the navigation

ability of their bioinspired wide field optic flow integration model [159], [161].

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model, we aim to reproduce tunnel

centering behaviors of honeybees as closely as possible. The virtual environment is

set up using the Unity platform (see Fig. 4.4). A series of simulations have been

performed, including centering from different lateral position, a large independence

towards spatial frequency of the gratings, X-shape tunnel centering and lateral position

adjustment with moving wall1.

In our simulations, the proposed AVDM has been implemented in both eyes of

the virtual bee to estimate the angular velocities on both sides. The angular responses

provide the inputs and we need to evaluate if the bee can perform a centering response

in the same way as a real bee.

1Code for all modeling is available at https://github.com/skyhouse123/AVDM_Unity.
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Figure 4.4: Unity simulation environment of the tunnel experiments. The virtual bee
flies in a simulated tunnel with sinusoidal patterns on both walls. The images received
by two eyes can be processed separately in real time to regulate the route of the flight.
A demo video can be found at https://youtu.be/gNvtaSqNjdI.

4.3.2 Simulation Results

In the first kind of simulations, the agent is released at different start points in the

tunnel covered with black-and-white gratings of spatial frequency of 46 cycles m−1.

The results can be seen from Fig. 4.5. Although with different initial points, the agent

can adjust its position using only visual information and will eventually fly along the

central path of the tunnel. This is because if the distances to both walls are different,

then the angular velocities estimated on two eyes are different. The difference will

trigger the proposed control scheme to rectify the flight route to reduce the difference.

The results remain unaltered if the spatial frequencies are changed (15, 20, 30, 40

cycles m−1) so long as the two walls carry the same pattern.

In the second kind of simulations, the virtual bee starts at a same initial position in

the patterned tunnel. Honeybees show a large spatial independence in tunnel centering

when the walls carry different textures [97]. In our simulations, one wall of the tunnel

is always covered with black-and-white gratings of the spatial frequency of 46 cycles

m−1. Another wall is covered with gratings of different spatial frequencies in different

trails, as shown in Fig. 4.6. When both walls are covered with patterns of the same

spatial frequency (46 cycles m−1) . The agent flies through the tunnel almost along
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Figure 4.5: Tunnel centering from different start points. Routes of the virtual bee with
AVDM implemented are recorded when they fly through the patterned tunnel from
different start points. The flight paths are adjusted by the control scheme in Fig. 4.3.

the central path. When the spatial frequency of one wall changes, ranged in (15, 20,

30, 40 cycles m−1), the agent fly through with little biases from the central path. This

means though the spatial frequency on two sides varies considerably, the virtual bee

still manages to fly through the tunnel safely. This is in accordance with the results

of biological experiment that showed that the centering response is barely affected

by the spatial frequency of the pattern. The biases from the central path means that

the proposed model is not fully spatially independent. This coincidences with the

behavioral experiments that real bumblebees show a high level rather than full spatial

independence in the similar situations [162].

In the third series of simulations, the virtual bee is further evaluated using an X-

shape tunnel of which the width first decreases and then increases. Real bees can not

only perform centering, but also reduce speed as the tunnel gets narrower to restore a

preferred image velocity [98], [163] in this situation. Maintaining a constant angular

velocity is a clear strategy that the bee can slow down automatically when the tunnel

gets narrower, and speed up when the tunnel gets wider.

In order to reproduce the speed adjustment behavior in an X-shape tunnel, a feed-

back control scheme is designed (see Fig. 4.7) within our simulation to regulate the

sum of angular velocities estimated by both eyes to a constant value. The results are

shown in Fig. 4.8. As can be seen, though released at different start points, the bee
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Constant Wall

Variable Wall

Figure 4.6: Tunnel centering with gratings of different spatial frequencies. The left
wall is always carrying gratings of spatial frequency of 46 cycles m−1 while the spatial
frequency of right wall grating varies from 23, 35, 46, 69 cycles m−1. The trajectories
show the robustness of the centering towards spatial frequency.

adjusts its lateral positions ably to fly towards the central path. In addition, the flight

speed is altered as the width varies. We marked the positions of the agent in a same

time separation. When the tunnel gets narrower, the marking dots get closer. This

means the agent slows down as a real bee, which further indicates the practicality of

the proposed model.

All three kinds of tunnel simulations reproduce similar behaviors of real bees in a

patterned tunnel. However, this is not enough to show that the proposed model is able

to effectively estimate the angular velocity. For example, a model capable of gauging

distance to the walls using visual information can produce similar centering responses

too. Therefore, a further tunnel simulation with walls moving has been designed. In

tunnel experiments honeybees will shift towards one wall if the wall moves along the

same direction of their flights, and shift towards the opposite side if the wall moves

in the opposite direction to balance the angular velocities on both sides [164]. This

lateral position adjustment indicates that honeybees do adjust positions by balancing

the angular velocities rather than the distances to walls.

In order to demonstrate that the proposed model works well in this scenario, simu-

lations with moving walls have been designed. The results are shown in Fig. 4.9. The

virtual bee moves closer to left wall if the left wall is moving along the flight direction
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Figure 4.7: X-shape Tunnel centering control scheme. The horizontal position con-
troller is triggered by the difference ε of angular velocities estimated on left eye ωLest
and right eye ωRest. The forward flight speed is tuned by the sum of these two value∑

. The
∑

is compare with its initial value
∑

0 to decelerate or accelerate as the width
of the tunnel changes.

at a constant speed (much slower than the flight speed). The lateral position shifts as

expected to balance the angular velocities estimated on both eyes. In contrast, the tra-

jectory of the virtual bee shifts to right wall if the left wall is moving backward. Both

coincide with the results of behavioral experiments on honeybee visual control [164],

indicating that the proposed model can explain the tunnel centering behaviors of hon-

eybees effectively.

4.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have applied the proposed AVDM into tunnel centering sce-

narios. An AV-based control scheme has been design to reproduce similar honeybee

centering behaviors by using angular velocity balancing strategy. A series of controlled

trails have been performed to test the model performance under various initial condi-

tions like tunnel width, tunnel texture and tunnel wall moving. The simulations have

been carried out on the Unity platform and the codes have been given to benefit fur-

ther research on visually guided flights. The analysis of the simulation results show

effectiveness of the angular velocity estimation and robustness of the flight control.
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Figure 4.8: X-shape Tunnel centering simulations. The flight trajectories of the virtual
bee, starting from different points, are shown in the same graph. The walls of the
tunnel are covered with sinusoidal gratings of spatial frequency of 46 cycles m−1. The
positions of the agent are marked by circles separated by a same time.

Still wall

Moving wall

Figure 4.9: Tunnel centering when one wall moving forward or backward at various
speeds. The solid line indicates that one wall is moving forward, and the dot line
represents that the wall is moving backward. The agent flight speed is 30 cm/s.
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Chapter 5

Terrain Following With AVDM-based

Control

When migrating butterflies fly through narrow canyons, they fly into the gully

and maintain a height above the bottom [148]. When the butterflies fly over dense

forests, the distance to the canopy is roughly equal to their previous height above the

ground [149]. However, according to the previous chapters, we know that it’ hard for

insects to estimate distance to object directly through their compound eyes. How do

they perform terrain following behaviors? Similar visual strategy of keeping angular

velocity constant in tapered tunnel centering might have been involved to guide terrain

following behaviors. If that is the case, the ability of retinal image angular velocity

estimation plays an important role in their terrain following. Previous research adopt-

ed the flight strategy of holding constant angular velocity in MAV’s terrain following

experiments [15], [43]. The estimation of the angular velocity could be improved by

using our proposed AVDM. Therefore, in this chapter, we will apply the proposed

AVDM into a designed close-loop control scheme to reproduce the terrain following

behaviors in virtual environments.

5.1 Flight Strategies for Terrain following

Executing terrain following normally requires the estimation of distance to undulat-

ing ground and change the flight speed according to the distance in real time. However,
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the measurement of distance to ground and flight speed require large computations and

complicated instruments, which is hard to achieve by insects nor MAVs. An alterna-

tive solution evolved by insects is to estimate the retinal image angular velocity and

regulate it to a constant value. By keeping the angular velocity constant, insects might

neither measure their flight speeds nor flight heights.

By keeping a constant forward speed, the angular velocity would maintain relative-

ly constant in level flight stage over flat ground. When the distance to ground changes

as the terrain undulates, the angular velocity varies accordingly. When an insect gets

too close to the ground, the angular velocity would increase. By regulating the an-

gular velocity to a lower value in a feedback control loop, the flight height increases

automatically by increasing the lift. When the distance to ground gets larger than want-

ed value, the angular velocity decreases. Therefore, the lift decreases accordingly to

restore a preferred angular velocity.

This visual flight strategy of regulating the angular velocity to a constant value

benefits insects’ flight in two ways. First, it reduces the computational effort to estimate

its flight speed. Second, it does not require stereo vision method to estimate the flight

height. By regulating the AV to a constant value, insects could fly over a patterned

terrain safely. The key point is how bees estimate the image motion speed and regulate

the angular velocity to a constant value. Our proposed AVDM might help on the first

part to get an angular velocity response. An AV-based control scheme is required to

achieve the terrain following in a bioinspired way.

By maintaining a constant angular velocity in flight, insects follow the terrain well.

Similar visual strategy can also be implied in MAV’s flight control in terrain following.

Flying at a low height above the undulating ground is important in many application

scenarios including close-up photographic exploration of terrain. The estimation of im-

age motion technique could reduce the computational burden to estimate flight height

or works efficiently as a substitution when the light radar or ultrasound sensor lose ac-

curacy in forests terrain. What’s more, by using regulation of angular velocity method,

only a small, inexpensive and low-resolution camera is required on board. This ap-

proach is attractive especially for the MAV’s terrain following. Serres et. al. applied
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∇~ω = ωz = −Vz
z

(8)

with z the height above the ground, and Vz the ascent speed (axis pointing
up). This optic flow divergence can also be expressed in terms of time-to-
contact τ (expressed in s) [91]:

τ =
1

ωz

= − z

Vz
(9)

The ventral image expansion by means of optic flow divergence or time-to-
contact allows a VTOL vehicle fitted with a monocular camera and an inertial
measurement unit to take off, hover or land vertically without measurement
of flight height or vertical speed. Methods using either an enforcement of a

25

Figure 5.1: Bee robot accomplishes terrain following using visual cues [15], [29]. (a)
Robot of the BeeRotor I equipped with the full cylindrical CurACE sensor [30]. (b)
The set-up of the agent terrain following experiments. (c) Trajectories of the robot
BeeRotor II (red) that follows the terrain automatically thanks to the ventral optic flow
regulator and decoupled eye oriented parallel to the ground.

this visual strategy in terrain following with a bee robot equipped with a curve optical

flow sensor [15]. The results of their terrain following experiments have been shown

in Fig. 5.1.

5.2 AVDM-based Control Scheme for Terrain Follow-

ing

Honeybees will adjust their flight altitudes to restore a preferred ventral angular ve-

locity if the grating moves along the flight direction. This angular velocity regulating

strategy helps honeybees to navigate safely over patterned terrains [34]. This visual

strategy is also used in aircraft automatic terrain following experiments [43]. The pro-

posed model can be inspected in this flight task to see if it can improve the accuracy

of angular velocity regulation. Using the AVDM, we can estimate the angular velocity

in flight accurately. By regulating it to a constant value, the altitude will change au-
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tomatically regardless of the prior knowledge of the exact altitude and forward flight

speed.

The closed loop control scheme for terrain following is given in Fig 5.2. The

control scheme references Franceschini and Franck’s work [27], [28]. The key of the

scheme is that there is a optical flow regulator which adjusts the lift according to the

difference between the current optical flow and the preset optical flow that sensed at

optical flow set point. For simplicity, in our simulation we assume the forward flight

speed is maintained by a constant forward thrust. This assumption is reasonable, since

honeybees tend to adjust their flight height rather than speed to regulate the ventral

angular velocity [34]. Thereby, in our control scheme, the proposed AVDM can adjust

the vertical lift according to the difference between the preset angular velocity and the

consecutive estimated values [165]. Here, the preset angular velocity is also estimated

by the AVDM in the initial phase when the vertical lift is set to the same value of

gravity and where the ground is flat. In addition, the preset value changes adaptively

according to the set point to increase the robustness of the control. Subsequently,

when the ventral angular velocity varies because of terrain undulations, the vertical lift

controller will change the lift according to the difference ε between estimated ventral

angular velocity and the preset value. If the difference ε is positive, the lift will increase

and vice versa. Furthermore, the set points of different simulation are different to get

an adaptive preset angular velocity.

During terrain following, the vertical speed vz is relatively small, and the air resis-

tance can be approximated as f = kvz. The vertical dynamics can then be described

using the following differential equations:

m
dvz
dt

= F − kvz −mg (5.1)

F = ρ(ωest − ωini) (5.2)

vz =
dz

dt
(5.3)

where m is the mass of the virtual bee, g is the gravitational acceleration and F is

the vertical lift, ρ is a gain control parameter. Given the initial conditions, the flight
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Algorithm 2: Terrain following algorithm
Input: initial height to ground h0, initial horizontal position x0, integer history

size m = 10, iteration index i = 1, max iteration number n; preset
angular velocity

Output: the trajectory of the virtual bee T = ((h0, x0), (h1, x1), ..., (hn, xn))
1 while i < m do
2 Receive Image from ventral camera IV (i) ;
3 Update hi+1 = hi, xi+1 = xi + ∆x;

4 end
5 while m ≤ i < n do
6 Receive Image IV (i) and calculate angular velocity ω(i) using AVDM;
7 Adjust the vertical lift according to (5.1); Calculate the vertical position

change ∆h according to (5.2) and (5.3);
8 Update hi+1 = hi + ∆h, xi+1 = xi + ∆x, i = i+1;
9 Discard image frame IV (i−m) from memory storage;

10 end
11 Return the trajectory T;

trajectory can be computed step by step. This process can be achieved in real time

using the physics engine of the Unity development platform.

5.3 Terrain Following Simulation Results

5.3.1 Experimental Set-ups

The accuracy of the model in estimating angular velocity has not been fully demon-

strated by the tunnel centering experiments. This is because the control scheme is trig-

gered by the difference between the angular velocities estimated by each of the two

eyes. The error in the estimation of angular velocity may be decreased by subtraction.

To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed model, the AVDM is implemented

in a virtual bee in terrain following simulations where the ground is covered with grat-

ings (see Fig. 5.3). The virtual bee is released at different given heights with various

forward speeds. The flight trajectories and the ventral responses have been recorded

to see if the virtual bee can perform automatic terrain following using only visual in-

formation by estimating the angular velocity of image motion and regulating it to a

constant value. The influence of initial height, speed and textural ground have been

investigated under series of controlled trails.
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Figure 5.2: The AVDM-based closed loop control scheme for terrain following. The
vertical lift controller is triggered by the difference ε between preset angular velocity
ωsetpoint and the estimated angular velocity ωest. The control scheme references Frances-
chini and Franck’s work [27], [28].

In terrain following simulations, we use a downward-looking camera which has a

FOV of 60 degrees to process the ventral information required for the terrain following

tasks. This is a reasonable simplification. In fact, Honeybee has a field of view around

300 degrees, which enable them to sense more than three-fourths of their surroundings.

They can pitch and use different parts of their compound eyes to sense the ventral in-

formation required for terrain followings.

5.3.2 Simulation Results

The virtual bee with the AVDM is first tested on a regular terrain covered with si-

nusoidal gratings. The virtual bee is released at around a given height (25 cm) with a

certain forward speed (50 cm/s). Initially, the bee is set to fly forward without changing

its altitude (by setting the vertical lift equal to its gravity). The preset angular velocity

value is then estimated using the AVDM after the first few frames. The preset value is

adaptive since the image sequence viewed at set-point might be different trails. By reg-

ulating the consecutive angular velocities to this preset value using the control scheme

described in the previous section (Fig. 5.2), the aim is that the flight altitude will be

adjusted automatically using only visual information. The result is shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Unity simulation environment of the terrain following experiments. The
bee flies over an undulating terrain with nonuniform sinusoidal grating using only ven-
tral visual information. A demonstration video is given at https://youtu.be/
l3SAnmOrgfk.

As can be seen, the angular velocity estimated by the ventral camera is accurate

and remains constant when the bee flies over flat terrain, except for during the first few

frames. The ventral response increases when the bee flies closer to the undulating ter-

rain, and vice versa. By changing the vertical lift according to the difference between

estimated angular velocities and the preset value, the virtual bee always maintains a

suitable distance from textured ground. Information on the flight speed or the flight

altitude is unnecessary to perform this visually guided task. In general, the proposed

AVDM works sufficiently to navigate the bee whilst flying over the patterned regular

terrain. Similar terrain following experiments have been performed using aircraft [27],

[43]. The main difference is that they use the EMD sensor’s output rather than angu-

lar velocity to regulate the flight course. Our proposed model directly estimates the

angular velocity to improve the accuracy of the regulation in terrain following.

To inspect the robustness of terrain following under various conditions, a series

of controlled trials have been performed. First, the virtual bee is released at different

initial heights. The terrain following trajectories are shown in Fig. 5.5(a). As can be

seen, the virtual bee follows the terrain well by maintaining distances according to the

initial heights above the ground. The presetting of the angular velocity ensures the

bee follows the terrain proficiently with dynamic initial heights. The lower the initial
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Figure 5.4: Terrain following flight trajectory and estimated angular velocities. The
bee flight trajectory is recorded when flying over a terrain (black line) with sinusoidal
gratings (30 cycles m−1), and the angular velocities that are estimated by the ventral
eye are also shown indicating how the trajectory is affected by angular velocity regu-
lation.

height is, the better the flight trajectory follows the terrain. When the initial height

is 50 cm, the ventral angular velocity varies less since the undulation of the terrain is

relatively smaller at this height than at lower heights.

In the second kind of controlled trials, the influence of the flight speed on terrain

following is investigated. The flight speed is chosen from 20 cm/s to 60 cm/s, and the

trajectories are recorded in Fig. 5.5(b). The trajectories of all tested speeds follow

the terrain well using only visual information without any danger of crashing. The

differences among trajectories are mainly caused by the control scheme. The trajectory

follows the terrain very well if the speed is 20 cm/s. It is harder to adjust the flight

height smoothly if the virtual bee flies faster. A better control scheme with an adaptive

gain control may improve the performance of terrain following at different speeds.

Finally, the spatial independence of the proposed model in terrain following is

evaluated by covering the terrain with different gratings (see Fig. 5.5(c)). A wide

range within spatial periods of gratings are chosen. All flight trajectories follow the

terrain well given the same initial flight height and flight speed. It is clear from the

flight trajectories over gratings with different spatial frequencies (Fig. 5.5(c)), that

spatial frequency has a small effect on terrain following performance. Again, it fulfills

our expectation of large rather than full spatial independence of the proposed model.

To see whether the model is stable under more complex scenarios, we also tested
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1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.5: Controlled trials showing the robustness of terrain following at different
flight heights, speeds and terrain gratings. (a) The virtual bee is released at different
initial heights with a speed of 50 cm/s to fly over the terrain with a sinusoidal grating
(30 cycles m−1). (b) The virtual bee is released with different flight speeds at a height
of 30 cm to fly over the terrain with a sinusoidal grating (30 cycles m−1). (c) The
virtual bee is released with a flight speed of 40 cm/s at a height of 25 cm to fly over the
terrain with different gratings.
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Figure 5.6: Multiple flight trajectories of terrain following over the mountain shaped
terrain with sinusoidal gratings. The trajectories fit the undulation of the patterned
mountain well with slightly different initial heights and speeds which shows the ro-
bustness of the model and control scheme.
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Figure 5.7: Multiple flight trajectories of terrain following over carpet texture. The
successful terrain following over a mountain covered with natural carpet texture shows
the potential for application in flight control of MAVs.

the virtual bee above a mountain shaped terrain with irregular undulations and cov-

ered with sinusoidal gratings. The result is shown in Fig. 5.6. The flight trajectories

show that the flight altitude changes automatically according to the distance from the

ground by regulating the angular velocity. Whenever the bee gets closer to the ground,

the increasing angular velocity estimated by the AVDM will trigger the controller to

provide a higher vertical lift to help the bee rise away from the ground. The robustness

of the model and control scheme have been further verified using a carpet texture (see

Fig. 5.7). Though the terrain following of the mountain undulations in this situation is

not as good as the terrain following over sinusoidal gratings, the bee still flies over the
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terrain successfully at slightly different heights and speeds. This further verifies the

effectiveness of the proposed AVDM in the terrain following simulations, showing the

potential of applying in MAV’s flight control.

5.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have applied the proposed AVDM into terrain following scenar-

ios. An AV-based control scheme for terrain following has been design to reproduce

similar honeybee flight behaviors. A series of controlled trails have been performed

to test the model performance under various initial conditions like height, speed and

terrain texture. The analysis of the simulation results show effectiveness of the angular

velocity estimation and robustness of the flight control.
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Chapter 6

Grazing Landing with AVDM Plus

6.1 Flight Strategy for Grazing Landing

Executing a smooth landing on a patterned surface is one of the most challenging

parts in visually guided flights especially for micro air vehicles (MAVs). Due to their

small size and limited computing capabilities, it is hard to have global positioning

systems (GPS) or inertial navigation systems (INS) implemented onboard. Alternative

solutions can be learned from flying insects like honeybees, which possess limited

neural resources while land well in various situations [23], [32], [38]. By holding

the angular velocity constant, they avoid measuring the flight speed nor the distance

to surface, which normally require large computations and stereo vision [28], [166],

[167]. In flat surface landing scenario with a shallow descent angle, the image motion

is dominated by translational movement. Denoting vx as the forward flight speed and

h as the height above the surface, the angular velocity of image motion perceived by

ventral part of the compound eyes can be approximated as ω ≈ vx/h. By keeping ω

constant, the flight speed decreases close to zero automatically as the height decreases

without the knowledge of speed nor height. Therefore, the key is how honeybees

estimate the angular velocity and keep it constant in landing. However, the neural

mechanism behind this visually guided landing is still not clear.

To investigate how honeybees perform smooth landings, Srinivasan and colleagues

trained bees to land on a patterned flat surface to collect a reward of sugar water [23].

The landing trajectories were recorded using cameras for further analysis. Part of the
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tal results were almost the same with or without the feedback loop, and the
craft’s altitude was observed to decrease linearly with time instead of expo-
nentially as predicted by the pair of rules [106]. Ventral optic flow was also
employed for ground avoidance on-board a Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) whose
mass was lower than 100-gram. A control algorithm based on a “bang-bang”
method was used on-board a MAV to control its lift such that if a certain
threshold of ventral optic flow was exceeded, the MAV elevator angle would
be moved to a preset deflection (glider in [99]; fixed-wing aircraft in [100]).

21

Figure 6.1: Constant angular velocity landing strategy of honeybees [15] . (A) Illus-
trations of the main factors during a grazing landing. (B) One record of the landing
positions show the relation of the horizontal distance and the flight height. A fitting
curve is given using the solid line. (C) One record to show the relation of the height
and the forward speed. (D) One flight record to show the relation between the height
and the image angular velocity.

results have been shown in Fig. 6.1. The results indicate that the flight speed decreases

as the bee approaches the surface. Both the forward speed and the descent speed

are proportional to the flight height. This implies that the image motion speed holds

constant during the landing, which accords with the calculations by the height and the

forward speed. Therefore, by holding angular velocity constant in landing, the flight

speed decreases to zero automatically without explicit knowledge of the flight height

or speed, which reduces significant computation amount for insects.

The experiment results indicate that landing may be guided by the same movement-

detecting system as tunnel centering and terrain following behaviors. Keeping constant

angular velocity helps bees to navigate through narrow tunnels, to maintain a constant

flight height above the ground, and to decrease flight speed in approaching surface.

The main difference is that different control circuits applies when using the estimated
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angular velocity.

One more thing we need to notice is that bees come to a hover stage just prior

to touchdown, which normally has a distance around 15 mm from the surface. The

distance to surface is constant regardless of the surface tilt. This means the hover

might be controlled by visual cues, although it is still not clear what cues are used to

trigger hover. Since at the end of landing, the image motion is no longer dominated

by translational movement. The LGMD neurons might involve triggering the hovering

behavior. In fact, this also provides a terminating condition of the speed decreasing,

which is very important for designing landing control scheme.

Several studies are inspired by this constant angular velocity landing strategy. For

instance, Herisse et. al. land a VTOL unmanned aerial vehicle on a moving platfor-

m using optical flow [168]–[170]. Croon et.al. use optical flow to estimate slope for

autonomous landing [171], [172]. Chirs and Nick [173] use maximum optical flow

divergence to regulate landing velocity. Baird et. al. [166] establish a mathematical

model explaining how honeybees perform vertical landing. Ho et. al. [174] provide an

adaptive gain control for constant optical flow landing. However, most of the models

focus on the control scheme and use Lucas-Kanade optical flow tracker [175], [176] to

estimate image motion speed or divergence which requires large computations. They

seldom consider how to estimate the angular velocity bio-plausibly. Considering the

computation limitation, traditional computer vision techniques such as feature extrac-

tion and matching are restricted here.

Different from optical flow methods, biological models usually use the intensity

correlation detectors with temporal and spatial filters to detect motion [177] to gain

computational efficiency. For instance, the HR-detector uses visual signals from two

neighboring photoreceptors to detect motion of a preferred direction [137]. The signal

from left photoreceptor is delayed before multiplying the signal without delay from

right to get a preferred direction enhanced response. Further, the HR-detector based

angular velocity sensor is designed [27] and has been applied to accomplish visual

guided aircraft flight control tasks [43]. However, the response of the HR-detector

based sensor is tuned for temporal frequency (number of gratings passed over the pho-
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Figure 6.2: The geometric model for the landing process. The agent lands on a textured
flat ground at a descending speed v whose direction is biased from horizontal plane at
an angle of θ. The image motion on retina is dominated by the horizontal component
so long as the descending angle is shallow.

toreceptor per second) rather than the image velocity [143]. So, the output of their

sensor shows a large variance when tested by patterned ground in flight [27]. Our pro-

posed AVDM are suitable to provide a angular velocity response with a large spatial

independence which may help in visually guided landing scenarios. Therefore, in this

chapter, we will modify the proposed angular velocity decoding model with a LGMD

pathway to achieve grazing landing behaviors. In order to ensure a smooth landing

using the angular velocity regulation strategy, the landing dynamics are analyzed first

in the following section.

6.2 Constant Angular Velocity Landing Dynamic

According to the biological experimental recordings [23], [163], honeybees tend to

approach a flat surface by maintaining a constant angular velocity of the image motion

in retina at a shallow descent angle, and the descent speed is roughly proportional

to the forward speed. Based on these observations, we use the following differential
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equations to analyze the grazing landing process:

ω =
vx
z

(6.1)

z = z0 −
∫ t

t0

vz(t)dt (6.2)

where z is the height above the surface, vx and vz are forward and descent flight speed

(see Fig. 6.2). Considering the angular velocity ω is constant during the landing pro-

cess, we can get
dvz
dt

= −ωvz tan θ (6.3)

Solving (6.3) we can get

vz = ωz0e
−ω(t−t0) tan θ tan θ (6.4)

This implies that the descent speed is decreasing exponentially with time if angular

velocity holds constant, so that no explicit knowledge of real altitude nor flight speed

is necessary to perform safe landing [178]. However, at the start point of the landing

process, the image velocity may not be the wanted level. Given an initial forward

speed, we can adjust the speed using the following equation to ensure that the image

velocity maintains a constant around the given value ω∗ when the landing phase begins.

vz(t+ 1) =

 vz(t)(1 + λt(ω
∗ − ω)) |4v| ≤ ψ,

vz(t)± ψ else.
(6.5)

where ω is the estimated image velocity, λt is a small dynamic parameter which pro-

vides precise control, and ψ is the limitation of speed change per frame.

However, neither the forward speed nor the descent speed is known. We need

further take the thrust into account to analyze the constrains of the thrust value u and

its direction β to perform this constant angular velocity landing. During the landing

approach of MAV, the flight speed v is relatively small. Thus, the air resistance can be

approximated as following:

f = ηv (6.6)
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With the gravity and the thrust applied, the landing dynamics can then be described

using the following equations:

mv̇x = u cos β − f cos θ (6.7)

mv̇z = u sin β −mg + f sin θ (6.8)

ẋ = vx (6.9)

ż = vz (6.10)

where m is the mass of the agent and g is the gravitational acceleration. Considering

that the landing strategy is maintaining a constant angular velocity ω, it implies:

ωż = v̇x. (6.11)

Solving the above equations ((6.6)-(6.11)), we can find how the thrust varies with

the descent speed in constant angular velocity landing as the following:

tan β =
mg − ηvz +mωvz tan θ

ηvz cot θ +mωvz
, (6.12)

u =
√

(mg − ηvz +mωvz tan θ)2 + (ηvz cot θ +mωvz)2. (6.13)

As the descent speed vz decreases to zero, from (6.12) and (6.13) we know that

the thrust value decreases to the agent’s gravity value and the direction changes to

pi/2 against the gravity. This implies that the agent enters a stable hover phase prior

to touchdown as real bees [24], which verifies the safety of the strategy of constant

angular velocity landing. Furthermore, the variation of the thrust in landing dynamic

helps define an adaptive gain in closed loop control scheme.

The closed loop control scheme for a grazing landing is given in Fig 6.3. The

proposed model adjusts the vertical lift according to the difference between the preset

angular velocity and the consecutive estimated values [179]. Here, the preset angular

velocity is also estimated by the AVDM prior to landing when the vertical lift is set

to the same value of gravity and the agent maintains a level flight at current altitude.
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Figure 6.3: The AVDM-based closed loop control scheme for grazing landing. The
vertical lift controller is triggered by the difference ε between preset angular velocity
ωsetpoint and the estimated angular velocity ωest. The LGMD response provides an end
condition if its value goes lower than a given threshold.

After that, when the ventral angular velocity varies as a result of altitude descending,

the vertical lift controller will change the lift according to the difference ε between

ventral angular velocity estimated and the preset value. The thrust applied to regulate

the angular velocity to the desired value can be expressed as

u = Kt(ω
∗ − ω) (6.14)

where Kt is the gain of the proportional controller which can be defined as:

Kt = K0e
−ω∗t tan θ (6.15)

Using the above proportional feedback control, the model dynamics can be written as

the following

ẋ(t) =

0 1

0 0

x(t) +

0

1

u(t) (6.16)

y(t) = [x2(t)/x1(t) = ω] (6.17)

where x = [x1, x2]T = [z, vz]
T and u is the control input.
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Figure 6.4: The structure of the proposed Angular Velocity Decoding Model with
LGMD pathway for landing control. The visual information of grating’s moving is
received by ommatidia. The texture information and the motion information across
the whole vision field are combined in angular velocity decoding layer. The LGMD
pathway is used to provide a landing terminate condition by visual information.

6.3 AVDM Plus - AVDM with a LGDM Pathway

The structure of the proposed model is given in Fig 6.4. The input image frames are

first perceived by photoreceptor layer where the texture is encoded by light intensities

and the motion is encoded by spatiotemporal intensity changes. The texture and motion

information are extracted by separate pathways. The angular velocity of the image

motion is decoded by combining both information. A Lipetz transformation function

[180] is also applied to introduce the saturation non-linearity of the final response.

6.3.1 Texture Estimation Pathway

The simulated input signals received by retina are first processed by the texture

estimation pathway where the image contrast and the spatial frequency of the gratings

are estimated by the light intensities of different locations. This is based on a hypoth-

esis that insects can have a sense of the complexity of texture [181]. Especially for the

honeybees, they can discriminate patterns by visual cues including edge orientation,
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size, and disruption [150], which indicates that the assumption is reasonable. Tunnel

experiments also indicate that honeybees can distinguish the contrast on wall as low as

3%, and the flight speed in tunnel is little affect by the contrast provided that the con-

trast is larger than 3% [152]. One possible neural mechanism is divisive normalization

used in fly visual system where the response of a neuron is divided by local contrast to

compress varying signals into fixed range [182]. Along this idea, the texture estimation

pathway is proposed aiming to get the image contrast and spatial frequency with low

computations.

Following the setting that every ommatidium covers 2◦ (ϕ) view [99], with 60

vertical (M) by 66 horizontal (N) receptors per eye covering the view of 120◦ by 132◦,

we can estimate the image contrast Ĉ and the spatial period λ̂ of the gratings according

to the light intensities all over the visual field. First the the image contrast is estimated

dynamically by the highest and lowest intensities, that is Ĉ(t) = Imax(t)−Imin(t)
Imax(t)+Imin(t)

. The

input image is then transferred into a binary image IB(t) by the intensity threshold

Ithre(t) = (Imax(t) − Imin(t))/2. The spatial period is estimated by counting the

number of the boundary lines of the binary image in the whole visual field, which can

be expressed as

λ̂(t) =
2MNϕ∫∫

|IB(x, y + 1, t)− IB(x, y, t)|dxdy (6.18)

This method works well for sine-wave and square-wave gratings in our simulations.

For more complex and detailed background, the method can also indicate the com-

plexity of the textured background to some extent with low computations.

6.3.2 Motion Detection Pathway

6.3.2.1 Ommatidia

Denote I(x, y, t) ∈ R3 as the input image sequences, where x, y, t are spatial and

temporal positions. The visual information is first processed in retina where the light

intensities are captured and smoothed by ommatidia which can be simulated using a
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Gaussian spatial filter. The output is given by

P (x, y, t) =

∫∫
I(x− u, y − v, t)G(u, v)dudv (6.19)

where G(u,v) is a Gaussian kernel defined as

G(u, v) =
1

2πσ2
exp(−u

2 + v2

2σ2
). (6.20)

6.3.2.2 Lamina Layer

The visual systems of honeybees are more sensitive to changes of intensity than

to absolute intensity, in order to facilitate motion detection. Therefore in our model,

the input image frames are processed by the lamina layer where the light intensity

change are computed to get the primary information of the visual motion [31]. Each

photoreceptor computes the luminance change as the following:

L(x, y, t) =

∫
P (x, y, t− u)H1(u)du

+

∫
L(x, y, t− u)H2(u)du

(6.21)

where L(x, y, t) corresponds to the luminance change of pixel (x,y) at time t. H1(u) is

a temporal filter defined as the subtraction of two impulse functions H1(u) = δ(u) −

δ(u− τ), where impulse function is

δ(u) =

 +∞ u = 0,

0 u 6= 0.

H2(u) donates the temporal filter representing the persistence of the luminance change,

H2(u) = (1 + eµu)−1. (6.22)

6.3.2.3 ON and OFF Pathways

The luminance changes are separated into two pathways [75], the ON and the OFF

pathways in this model. Specifically, the ON pathway deals with light intensity in-
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crements; whilst the OFF pathway processes brightness decrements [154]. Denoting

f+ = max(0, f) and f− = min(0, f), we can then express the outputs of the cells in

ON and OFF pathways as L+(x, y, t) and L−(x, y, t) respectively. Having two paral-

lel processing pathways ensures that honeybees navigate well in complex environment

robustly [183]. We adopt these pathways in our model.

6.3.2.4 Medulla Layer

The motion signals of preferred motion enhancement and non-preferred motion

suppression can be calculated from the luminance changes in ON and OFF pathways

by a retinotopically organized layer, medulla, using the delay-and-correlate mecha-

nism [44]. Denoting D+(x, y, t), D−(x, y, t) as the outputs of the ON and the OFF

detectors and τ as the temporal delay in HR-balanced detectors, we have the follow-

ing expression according to the structure of motion detectors in Fig. 6.4, where each

pairwise neighboring ON/OFF cells correlate with each other as:

D+(x, y, t) = L+(x, y, t− τ) · L+(x, y + 1, t)

−αL+(x, y, t) · L+(x, y + 1, t− τ)

(6.23)

where α is chosen as 0.25 forming a partial balanced model [143]. D−(x, y, t) can be

expressed similarly. If the sample rate is sp, then the temporal delay between frames

can be expressed as

τ = 1/sp. (6.24)

6.3.3 Angular Velocity Decoding Layer

Honeybee’s compound eyes contain thousands of ommatidia, each of which has its

own angular orientation and acceptance angle [155]. We assume that different detec-

tors have diverse contributions according to their spatial positions. The image motion

speed across the vision field varies slightly according to the viewing angle. Therefore,

we can use a weight matrix to average the output signals from all ON or OFF detectors
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to get a response encoding the motion information as the following equation:

E(ω, λ, t) =
1

2

∫ t

t−ξ

∫∫
w(x, y)× [D+(x, y, t) +D−(x, y, t)]dxdydt (6.25)

where w(x, y) is a weight matrix simulating the honeybee’s perspective. It is defined

as follows:

w(x, y) =
1

cos2 θx,y + 1
, (6.26)

where θx,y ∈ (0, π/2) represents the view angle of the pixel biased from center.

In honeybee’s visual system, some of the descending neurons show responses that

grow monotonically as angular velocity of image motion increases and have large s-

patial independence [184]. To reproduce responses with similar properties, we use

a decoding layer that combines both texture and motion information. One decoding

function can be chosen as following:

R(t) = aλ̂(t)(1 + 1/Ĉ(t))
√
E(ω, λ, t) (6.27)

where Ĉ(t) and λ̂(t) are the estimated spatial period and image contrast from texture

estimation pathway, a is scale parameter.

To introduce a saturating nonlinearity, we also apply a Lipetz transformation [158]

to rectify the final response into (0, 1). The Lipetz transformation is specified by the

following equation

U = Rp/(Rp +R0), (6.28)

where R is the input response, p is an exponent in (0.5, 1], R0 is a parameter defining

a middle response level.

6.3.4 LGDM Pathway

At the end of landing, bees tend to enter a hover phase before finally touching the

ground [24]. However, the neural mechanism which stops the decelerating by visual

information is still not clear. To provide a visual terminate condition, a lobula giant
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movement detector (LGMD) [31] is introduced in our visual model, AVDM Plus, since

neither the speed nor the height is known in visual landing.

The LGMD pathway processes visual information with four layers, see Fig. 6.5.

The light intensity change is first processed in P layer. The output of P layer is then

separated into two type of cells, E cells and I cell. E cell has the same value as the

retinotopic P cell with no delay while I cell passes inhibition, with one frame delay, to

its retinotopic neighboring cells. The S layer records the subtraction of excitatory flow

from the weighted inhibition flow. The grouped excitations of G layer is summed with

a sigmoid rectifying function to get the final LGMD response [31], [185].

Figure 6.5: Schematic illustration of the LGMD-based neural model [31]. The LGMD
pathway includes four layers and two single cells: Photoreceptor cells (P); excitatory
and inhibitory cells (E and I); summing cells (S); grouping cells (G); the LGMD cell;
and the feed forward inhibition cell (FFI).

P Layer: The first layer of the LGMD pathway calculated the luminance change

PL(x, y, t) using the input image streams P (x, y, t), where x, y, t are spatial and tem-

poral positions, respectively. The calculation can be expressed as follow:

PL(x, y, t) = P (x, y, t)− P (x, y, t− 1) +

np∑
i=1

aiPL(x, y, t− i) (6.29)

where ai is the decay coefficient of persistence of the luminance change which are

computed by

ai = 1/(1 + ei) (6.30)
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Excitation and Inhibition Layer: The output of the PL cells forms the inputs to ex-

citatory cells and inhibition cells, where E cells pass the excitation E(x, y, t) directly

to next layer and lateral inhibitions I(x, y, t) are passed to next layer after one frame

delay. Thus, E(x, y, t) cells have same value as PL(x, y, t), and I(x, y, t) can be ex-

pressed by

I(x, y, t) =
∑
i

∑
j

PL(x+ i, y + j, t− 1)WI(i, j) (6.31)

where WI is the inhibition weight matrix. Please note that i and j can not be equal to

zero simultaneously.

S Layer: The S layer sums the excitatory flow from E cells and inhibition from I cells

by the following:

S(x, y, t) = E(x, y, t)− I(x, y, t)wI (6.32)

where wI is an inhibition weight.

G Layer: G layer is used to enhance the extraction of the colliding objects against

complex backgrounds. To implement this mechanism, the excitation of S cell is multi-

plied by a passing coefficient Ce to reach the G later. The coefficient by a convolution

process

Ce(x, y, t) =
1∑

i=−1

1∑
j=−1

S(x+ i, y + j, t)we(i, j) (6.33)

where we represents the influence of the neighbors to the center cell, which we chose

as follow

we =
1

9


1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

 (6.34)

Therefore, the excitation of G layer becomes

G(x, y, t) = S(x, y, t)Ce(x, y, t)w
−1
G (t) (6.35)

where wG is a scale parameter computed every frame by

wG(t) = max |Ce(t))|Cw + c. (6.36)
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Cw is a constant, c is small real number, and max |Ce(t)| is the largest element of the

absolute value in matrix Ce(t).

LGMD Cell: The final membrane potential of the LGMD cell K(t) is summed using

a sigmoid rectifying operation as the following:

K(t) = 1/(1 + e−
∑

x

∑
y |G(x,y,t)|/ncell) (6.37)

where ncell is the total number of neurons in G layer.
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Figure 6.6: The LGMD responses in flat landing. Multiple LGMD response curves
are recorded in different landing simulations. The solid line represents the averaged
LGMD response of ten simulations. The shaded area indicates the standard deviation.
At the end of the landing, LGMD response decreases to a low value, indicating that the
agent enters a hover phase before touchdown.

The LGMD-based neural network is normally used as a fundamental structure that

depicts the potential of visual collisions [10], [31]. We use it as a separate pathway

in our visual landing to indicate the visual decelerating. As can be seen from Fig.

6.6, the LGMD responses all decrease to low values at the end of landing in multiply

simulations. A low LGMD response indicates that the speed decreases to a low value

and the height variance is small. Therefore, we can set a threshold near 0.5 of the

LGMD response as a visual terminate condition of the landing without knowledge of
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the flight speed nor the height.

6.3.5 Parameter Setting

Parameters of the proposed AVDM Plus are shown in TABLE 6.1. Parameter set-

ting on input signal simulation is based on spatial and temporal processing ability of

honeybee. Other parameters are tuned manually based on empirical knowledge and

won’t be changed in following simulations.

Table 6.1: Parameters of the AVDM Plus and the control schemes

Parameter Description Value
η air resistance in Eq. (6.6) 0.1kg/s
g gravitational acceleration in Eq. (6.8) 9.81 m/s2

K0 gain control parameter in Eq. (6.15) 0.04kg ·m/s
ϕ angular separation in Eq. (6.18) 2◦

M,N vertical and horizontal pixel numbers in Eq. (6.18) 60, 66
σ standard deviation in Eq. (6.20) 1.5
µ persistence of luminance change in Eq. (6.22) 1
τ temporal delay in Eq. (6.23) 0.005 s
α balance parameter in Eq. (6.23) 0.25
sp sample rate in Eq. (6.24) 200 Hz
ξ a small period in Eq. (6.25) 0.05 s
a scale parameter in Eq. (6.27) 0.68 s−1

p Lipetz exponent in Eq. (3.15) 1
wI inhibition weight in Eq. (6.32) 0.3
Cw scale parameter in Eq. (6.36) 0.25
c a small real number in Eq. (6.36) 0.01

ncell number of cells in Eq. (6.37) 3960

6.4 Landing Simulations

6.4.1 Experimental Set-ups

To check the effectiveness of the visual neural model in landing situations, we

utilize the physics engine of Unity developmental platform to have the model and the

control scheme embodied in a bee agent in a 3-D virtual environment. The agent

first performs a level flight over a patterned ground with a ventral camera filming the

visual information required. A visual landing is then performed by the close-loop

control scheme using visual neural model response as input. The landing trajectories
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Figure 6.7: Grazing landing simulation environment. A simulated bee performs graz-
ing landings over ground with a random checkerboard pattern in Unity platform using
only visual information in real time.

and the model responses are recorded in real time. The performance of the landing

is investigated by checking whether the agent can perform automatic smooth landing

using only visual information under various conditions.

6.4.2 Open-loop and Close-loop Results

To check whether the visual model response represent the image velocity, we first

recorded the model response and compared it with ground truth of angular velocity

in an open-loop control landing. In this landing simulation, the ground truth of the

angular velocity is used to control the flight dynamic. Thus, the agent performs a

perfect smooth landing and the model responses are recorded across all frames. Both

variables’ values are shown in one figure, Fig. 6.8a, to have a direct comparison. We

can see that, except for the first few frames when the model does not have output, the

trend of the model response is in accordance with the ground truth. Both variables

increase at the beginning and converge to a stable value at the end of landing, showing

their close coherence.

Further, to check if the visual model response can be used to guide the visual land-
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Ground Truth 𝜔 (𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠)
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Figure 6.8: (a) In a landing simulation with an open-loop control, the visual neural
model responses (red line) have been recorded. The response curve shows a same
trend as the ground truth curve of angular velocity (blue line). (b) In a landing simu-
lation with a close-loop control, the visual neural model responses are used as control
inputs to perform smooth landing. The model response first keeps at a stable value in
level flight phase and then it increases to another stable value, which demonstrates the
model’s ability of guiding smooth landings.

ing, we test it in a close-loop control landing simulation. The result is shown in Fig.

6.8b. The model response is feeding back as control input to guide visual landing. We

can see that, after a while of level flight, the agent embodied with the control scheme

(shown in Fig. 6.3) starts to land using only visual information. In the beginning phase

of landing, the decrease of the altitude causes the increase of the image velocity and the

model response. The difference between current response and the response in previous

level flight phase triggers the decrease of flight speed. Therefore, the angular velocity

increases more and more slowly due to the model response feedback and converge to

another constant level. And so does the model response which indicates that the visual

neural model decodes the angular velocity efficiently. The visual neural model is ca-

pable of guiding a smooth landing with only visual information. A landing simulation

has also been shown in Fig. 6.9 to demonstrate how the model response changes as the

height decreases.

6.4.3 Results of Controlled Landing Trials

To show how the model response and the flight height change in a smooth landing,

we first test the simulated bee on dots pattern ground. The agent first performs a level
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Frame 20 Frame 90 Frame 160

Figure 6.9: A landing simulation which demonstrates how the model response and the
flight height vary in landing dynamics. The flat ground is covered with a dash and dot
pattern in this simulation.

flight and the AVDM Plus outputs steady ventral responses until the agent start to

land. A preset ventral response is chosen at this stage. As the height decreases the dots

pattern gets closer and ventral response gets larger. The close-loop control scheme (see

6.3) uses the difference between the current ventral response and the preset response

as input to regulate the land course. The result is shown in Fig. 6.9. As can bee seen,

the landing height decreases smoothly as the time passes.

To verify the robustness of the visual landing under various conditions, the virtual

bee which is embedded with visual neural model and control scheme, has been tested

in Unity platform over a flat surface covered with checkerboard pattern.

In first kind of controlled trials, the influence of the initial heights towards the

grazing landing is investigated. In the beginning phase, the bee is set to perform a lev-

el flight without changing its altitude. After first few frames, the visual neural model

starts to work. It outputs a relative stable value indicating the current angular velocity.

When the landing begins, the altitude starts to decrease and the angular velocity in-

creases. The control scheme gets involved using visual neural model response as input
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(a) (c)(b)

Figure 6.10: Landing simulations with different initial heights. (a) The height varia-
tions as time passes. (b) The visual neural model responses for different landing trails
under various initial heights. (c) The flight speeds variations for different landings
trials.

to regulate the angular velocity to a stable value again.

The height is chosen from 40 cm to 60 cm. The heights, visual responses and the

flight speeds are recorded in Fig. 6.10. As can be seen, all trails show smooth landings

that are without any danger of crashing to the ground using only visual information.

The differences among curves are mainly caused by the initial heights. From Fig.

6.10a, we know the higher initial heights, the higher hover heights. Since the initial

flight speed is the same, the higher initial heights, the lower angular velocities, thus the

lower ventral response curves, see Fig. 6.10b. For a higher initial height, the model

gives a lower response curve, so that the speed curve decreases slower, see Fig. 6.10c.

In second kind of controlled trials, the initial speed variance of the proposed model

in smooth landing is inspected (see Fig. 6.11). A wide range of initial flight speeds are

chosen (from 55 to 95 cm/s). All flight trajectories and variables of visual landing are

recorded given the same initial flight height and checkerboard pattern. In visual landing

simulations, all flight speeds decrease to a low value with dynamic decelerations (see

Fig. 6.11a). The higher the speed, the quicker it decreases due to our adaptive gain

control in the control scheme. In Fig. 6.11b, we can see the higher the initial speed,

the higher the visual model response, which indicates our model decodes the angular

velocity stably. In Fig. 6.11c, the heights all decrease as time to stable values, which

means the agents all enter a hover phase at the end of landing.

At last, the spatial independence of the proposed model in smooth landing is in-
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(a) (c)(b)

Figure 6.11: Landing simulations with different flight speeds. (a) The flight speeds
variations for different landings trials. (b) The visual neural model responses for d-
ifferent landing trails under various initial flight speeds. (c) The height variations as
time passes.

(a) (c)(b)

Figure 6.12: Landing simulations with a checkerboard pattern of various spatial peri-
ods. (a) The height variations as time passes. (b) The visual neural model responses for
different landing trails under various spatial periods. (c) The flight speeds variations
for different landings trials.

spected by covering the ground with gratings of different spatial periods. The agent

is released at a given height (50 cm) at a certain forward speed (75 cm/s) above a flat

patterned surface with different spatial periods. The results are shown in Fig. 6.12.

As can be seen, all trails indicate smooth grazing landings. The heights and the

flight speeds decrease to low values with little variations. In addition, the visual model

responses in different trials have similar values indicating the model has a large spatial

independence. By regulating the model response to a stable value, the virtual bee

always decreases its speed sufficiently as the height changes to land smoothly. Neither

the fight speed nor the fight altitude is necessary to perform this visually guided task.
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6.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have developed the AVDM Plus neural model for constant an-

gular velocity landing control. The AVDM plus contains the original AVDM and a

LGMD pathway, which is able to guide a complete visual landing flight. The AVDM

response provides the close-loop feed back control, and the LGMD response provides

a terminate condition to avoid collision. A series of controlled landing trails show that

the proposed AVDM Plus achieves robust landing performances under various initial

conditions.
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Chapter 7

Research Contributions and Future

Work

Within this chapter, this dissertation is to be concluded. First, we summarize the

main points made in Chapters 3 − 6 and point out the future directions that can be

carried out to extend the research of this thesis.

7.1 Research Contributions

This dissertation have presented an angular velocity decoding model (AVDM),

which estimates the retinal image motion speed combining both textural and temporal

information. Before describing the model structure in detail, we have investigated the

spatial and temporal resolutions of honeybees. This helps us to get a bio-plausible

parameter setting which is very important for explaining bees’ flight behaviors. Then

the model with three parts: elementary motion detection circuits, wide-field texture

estimation pathway and angular velocity decoding layer, has been given. The model

estimates the angular velocity well with a improved spatial frequency independence

compared to the previous angular velocity detecting models, when firstly tested by

moving sinusoidal gratings. This spatial independence is vital to account for the hon-

eybee’s tunnel centering, terrain following and landing behaviors.

In order to investigate whether the model can account for observations of tunnel

centering behaviors of honeybees, the model has been implemented in a virtual agent
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simulated by the game engine Unity, and a series of experiments have been designed.

The simulation results show that the virtual bee can adjust its position to fly through

the patterned tunnel by balancing the angular velocities estimated on both eyes under

several circumstances. All tunnel stimulations reproduce similar behaviors of real bees.

These are: flying towards central path in a parallel tunnel and also in a X-shape tunnel;

centering with little biases from central path when walls carrying gratings of different

spatial frequencies; adjusting positions when one of the wall is moving forward or

backward. These indicate that the AVDM does provide a possible explanation of how

honeybees estimate the image motion velocity and regulate the flight course in tunnel.

To further verify if the model can estimate the angular velocity of image motion

accurately, the visually guided terrain following simulations have been carried out with

a designed closed-loop control scheme to restore a preset angular velocity during the

flight by the developmental platform Unity. The simulation results show that the virtual

bee successfully flies over the undulating patterned terrain under several settings using

only visual information. This verifies the feasibility and robustness of the AVDM in

various application scenarios, which gives further support for explaining honeybees’

visual motion detection and shows its potential in applications of unmanned aerial

vehicles.

What’s more, the AVDM Plus, a modified model with LGMD pathway, has been

proposed to guide a grazing landing smoothly as real bees. In order to figure out

how bees lands well with limited resources, the landing dynamic has been analyzed

based on visual flight strategy of the constant angular velocity regulation. An adaptive

gain control scheme based on angular velocity estimation by AVDM Plus has been

designed. A series of controlled trails in the developmental platform, Unity, has been

performed to test the effectiveness of the proposed model and the robustness of the

control scheme. The simulation results indicate that our artificial visual system works

well in reproducing smooth grazing landing behaviors of real bees using only visual

information in real time. All codes and demonstration videos have been uploaded

online for others to replicate our simulations easily using Unity for further researches.
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7.2 Future Work

Animals’ visual systems provide a rich source of inspiration for designing artificial

visual systems to detect image motion against complex dynamic environments. The

studies discussed in this thesis represent only a small step in modeling the insects’

visual systems for angular velocity detection. The following research directions are

interesting to be researched further in the future.

• The proposed model has potentials to simulate more behaviors of honeybees.

For example, keeping constant angular velocity is also used in honeybees’ wall

following behavior [22], [42]. In addition, integrating the decoded angular ve-

locity could provide the information of odometry. Since the proposed model

estimates the angular velocity accurately, it helps to estimate the flight distance

in navigation [39], [153]. Further simulations on more visual flight behaviors

could be conducted based on the proposed AVDM.

• Though the proposed model is designed primarily for estimating angular velocity

under sinusoidal gratings, it can be easily generalized to deal with more patterns.

In fact, even without any modification, the AVDM works well to decode angular

velocity under patterns with clear edges such as checkerboard pattern with var-

ious spatial frequencies. The model is further tested by virtual bee to follow an

irregular snow mountain terrain. The flight trajectory does not follow the terrain

as well as it does when tested with a mountain covered with sinusoidal gratings.

However, trajectories of successfully flying over the snow mountain with few

crashes [186] indicate that the model has a potential to navigate well in cluttered

environment with some modifications. For instance, the textural information

could be extracted more accurately using a set of Gabor filters.

• As for the model itself, we only provide motion detectors for the progressive and

regressive directions. Motion detectors for upward and downward can be con-

structed similarly to form a more complete visual detection system for dealing

with more complex and dynamic visual scenes. And the proposed model could

be implemented into UAVs and to be tested in a real environment to verify its
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effectiveness in the near future.

• In this dissertation, the parameters of the neural networks are tuned empirically

and fixed in the experiments. The background clutter always varies significantly

for different detecting environments such as sky and bushes. In order to achieve

the best detection performance, the model parameters need to be self-adapting

for various environments. Optimization algorithms like genetic algorithm [187]–

[189] may provide a possible way to obtain the optimal model parameters and

hence improve the robustness of the neural networks. In addition, the selection

of the parameters for different environments can be further analysed and sum-

marized so as to provide a criterion in real applications.

• Modeling other neural circuits or mechanisms, and integrating them with the

existing AVDM-based models. In the insects’ visual systems, multiple neural

circuits are coordinated to guide the visual flight behaviors. The visual neural

models proposed in this dissertation represents only a small part of the insects’

visual systems. A more robust motion detection and control could be achieved if

other visual circuits have also been integrated. For example, the LGMD system

has been used in smooth landing control to improve the landing stability. Further

effort can be made to investigate the cooperation of visual circuits in the insects’

visual systems so as to design more effective interaction schemes for the micro

aerial robots.
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